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Executive Summary 

This thesis strives to contribute to the research on private equity’s portfolio capabilities by 

quantitatively analysing the hypothesis: Will portfolio performance be improved with respect 

to risk and return, when private equity is added to an investment portfolio consisting of stocks 

and bonds? 

 

To test the hypothesis we developed a proxy for private equity, using listed private equity, 

which alleviates the lack of data that usually characterises private equity. In order to measure 

whether private equity is able to improve portfolio performance, we constructed a benchmark 

portfolio consisting of stocks and bonds. We then added the private equity proxy to the 

benchmark portfolio, using a variety of asset allocation models. Based on the resulting portfo-

lios we applied different performance measures, which enabled us to compare the perform-

ance of the portfolios with and without private equity added.  

 

We established that there exists a diversification potential between private equity and both 

bonds as well as stocks. We found a very low slightly negative correlation between the private 

equity trusts and the respective bond indices, and a low to medium level of correlation be-

tween the private equity trusts and stock indices. From a theoretical point of view, we could 

therefore conclude that private equity possessed the potential to improve portfolio perform-

ance.  

 

We did not find any clear tendencies with regards to private equity’s portfolio capabilities, as 

different allocation models led to different conclusions. From a quantitative perspective, we 

found that private equity improved portfolio performance for 52 out of 127 performance fig-

ures. Thus, from a strictly quantitative view we could therefore reject the hypothesis.  

 

Based on the analysis we concluded that private equity potentially can improve portfolio per-

formance, but based on the selected asset allocation models we were not able to establish this 

to be true in practice.  
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1. Introduction 

Over the last decades, private equity has received substantial attention in the media, invest-

ment universe, and academic literature. This is with good reason, when considering the 

amount of capital committed to this asset class. In the US alone, capital committed to private 

equity funds has grown from $5 billion in 1980 to $300 billion in 2004, totalling over $1 tril-

lion over the last 25 years (Lerner et al., 2004). In the remaining parts of the world the volume 

of capital committed to private equity has also increased by an astonishing rate over the past 

decades. Moreover, McKinsey & Company estimates that the global private equity industry 

will grow to $1.4 trillion by 20121 (mckinsey.com/mgi). However, it seems that mixed opin-

ions exists with regards to whether these vast amounts of capital raised for this asset class has 

been justifiable. By justifiable is implied whether private equity investors are compensated for 

the extra risk associated with investing in this asset class. In our literature review, which is 

presented in the following section, we provide some of the diverging opinions and arguments 

offered in the existing literature. 

In general, private equity is perceived as a hard to enter asset class reserved for large institu-

tional investors, due to requirements of large capital commitments. Listed private equity, 

however, makes this asset class attainable for regular (smaller) private investors. Here private 

investors can obtain exposure to private equity through listed companies investing indirectly 

in this asset class. This makes it possible to consider private equity in relation to portfolio 

composition from the perspective of private investors. Yet, the focus on private equity’s port-

folio capabilities within the existing literature is very limited. This has been one of the main 

motivational factors for us, and therefore our aim is to quantitatively contribute to the re-

search on private equity’s portfolio capabilities.  

 

In order to test private equity’s portfolio capabilities, we will follow the approach presented in 

the figure below. First, we provide a review of the existing research conducted on private eq-

uity as an asset class. Second, based on the existing literature, we put forward a hypothesis, 

with respect to private equity’s portfolio capabilities. Third, we test our hypothesis through 

the use of a number of well versed asset allocation models and accompanying performance 

measures. Finally, based on our empirical testing we assess whether our hypothesis can be 

confirmed or rejected. 

                                                 
1 Measured by asset under management 
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Figure 1.1: Research Approach 

 

 Source: Creshwell (2009) and own contribution  

 

The greater part of this thesis will concern testing the defined hypothesis. The actual testing 

will be conducted using a constructed proxy for private equity. Based on our research on 

available regular private equity fund data, we came to the conclusion that we could not make 

generalisations based on this. The available data were mostly track records of the individual 

funds performance, which first of all was limited with respect to the amount of observations 

and secondly, questionable regarding validity due to the missing regulations on private equity. 

Therefore, by using listed private equity to compose a proxy for this asset class, we overcame 

the problems concerning lack of data.  

As illustrated in Figure 1.2, the private equity proxy will be added to a benchmark portfolio, 

using a variety of asset allocation models. Based on the resulting portfolios we will apply dif-

ferent performance measures, which enable us to compare the performance of the portfolios 

with and without private equity added. The results of the performance evaluations then allow 

us to confirm or reject our hypothesis, regarding private equity’s portfolio capabilities. 

 

Figure 1.2: Hypothesis Testing 

 

 Source: Own contribution 

 

In the following section we present a review of the existing literature on private equity. This 

review will serve as an introduction to this asset class and the motivation for our research 

question. 

 

2. Literature Review of Private Equity 

In order to assess the portfolio capabilities of private equity as an asset class, we here present 

the views on private equity in the existing literature. Although the focus of this thesis is on 
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private equity’s portfolio capabilities, only limited literature exists on the topic. Therefore, we 

have divided our literature review into different components, which characterises the separate 

portfolio capabilities of this assets class. This means that we will explore the return and risk 

characteristics of this asset class, and assess its correlation with the public equity market. Fi-

nally we will review the findings from one of the few studies made on private equity in a 

mixed portfolio setting. 

 

2.1 Definition of Asset Class 

It is important to clarify which type of asset class private equity belongs to, in order to assess 

the portfolio capabilities. According to Greer (1997), a group of investments may be referred 

to as an asset class, when this group can be considered distinct from other existing asset 

classes, and possess a unique risk and return profile. Private equity investments are normally 

considered part of the group of investments, which are referred to as alternative asset classes 

(Mayer & Mathonet, 2005) (Xu, 2004). This group of assets refer to non-traditional assets that 

normally would not be found in a standard private investment portfolio.  

While many large portfolio managers for long have considered private equity an unique asset 

class, Mayer & Mathonet (2005) argues that quantitative investment analysis have yet to pro-

vide solid proof that this asset class, in fact, has its own risk-return profile. If this argument is 

true and private equity cannot even be considered a distinct asset class, without a unique risk-

return profile, the benefits of adding it to an investment portfolio may be limited. Therefore 

we will in the next sections assess the existing view on private equity’s return and risk charac-

teristics. 

 

2.2 Private Equity Returns 

Within the existing literature, numerous opinions exist on private equity’s ability to generate 

superior returns. The reason for this may be due to the unavailability of lengthy reliable data 

and that the legal requirements for this industry call for less disclosure from the funds (Brown 

& Morrow, 2001). Therefore, much debate has been created over the trustworthiness of spe-

cific surveys.   

 

The general argument follows that the incentive for investing in private equity is the potential 

for increased returns relative to traditional publicly traded securities (Brown & Morrow, 2001 
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and Zhu, et al., 2004). Lerner et al. (2004) further reports that the Yale University’s Endow-

ment fund, which are among the largest investors in private equity, believe that investments in 

private equity can potentially generate incremental returns independent of the performance of 

the broader market. More specifically, the Yale Endowment fund has achieved annualised 

returns of 29 %, since the interception in 1973 to 2003 (Mayer & Mathonet, 2005). Argu-

ments like these summarises some of the expectations that many investors have to private eq-

uity as an asset class. However, looking at some of the studies conducted in recent years, a 

diverging picture seems to emerge. 

 

Brown and Morrow (2001) finds that Leveraged Buy Outs (LBOs) have performed well over 

a twenty-year period starting 1980, with annualised returns of 16.5 %, outperforming both 

S&P 500 and Russell 2000, which achieved returns of 15.3 % and 11.7 %, respectively. This 

however, is not the case if we consider periods of five and ten years ending in year 2000. Here 

the LBO’s have approximately followed the performance of S&P 500 and Russell 2000. 

These findings are in concordance with Kaplan and Schoar (2005), who also finds that the 

private equity fund performance is following that of the S&P 500.  

On the contrary, in a study from 1986 to 2001 Xu (2004) analyses the performance of 250 

U.S. buyout funds, and finds the returns of these funds to be above that of S&P 500, Nasdaq 

Composite and Dow Jones Industrial Average. In fact, with an average quarterly return of the 

buyout funds of 4.24 %, it is substantially above that of S&P 500 with quarterly returns of 

2.84 %. Also, the performance of the buyout funds is above those of Nasdaq Composite and 

Dow Jones Industrial Average, though the difference is not as substantial as quarterly returns 

of these were 3.68 % and 3.06 %, respectively. 

Finally, Rouvinez (2003) finds in a study of over a hundred different private equity partner-

ships between 1980 and 2001 that the average return of these funds to be 14.3%. This is 

slightly above that of S&P 500, which he found to have obtained a total return of 13.9% for 

the same period. 

Thus, with respect to private equity returns there seems to be mixed opinions. Some finds that 

private equity generate higher returns than the public equity market, whereas others find that 

private equity approximately follows the market. It is however, important to assess returns in 

relation to the accompanying risk. Therefore we will in the next section assess how volatile 

returns are for this asset class.  
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2.3 Private Equity Risk 

A simple way to measure risk of private equity is to compute the standard deviation of re-

turns, based on the reports supplied by the general partners (Rouvinez, 2003). However, as 

pointed out by Meyer & Mathonet (2005) this method may understate volatility due to infre-

quent valuations of this asset class, as opposed to daily changes in market price of public eq-

uity drawn from a stock exchange. Moreover, the nature of the reported net asset values 

(NAV) of the private equity fund is often influenced by a tendency to report the investment 

values close to initial costs until the time of disposure, which also causes volatility to be 

falsely reduced (Rouvinez, 2003). 

In Rouvinez’s (2003) study, which we mentioned in the previous section on private equity 

returns, he found that the average volatility of private equity fund’s cash flow returns to be 

34.4%. This is more than double the volatility of the S&P 500, which he found to be only 

15.6%. 

 

2.4 Private Equity Correlation 

Zhu et al. (2004) states there exist a general perception in the investment community that pri-

vate equity investments can provide enhanced portfolio diversification, i.e. implying low cor-

relation with public equity. They, however, on the other hand argue that this perception is in-

correct and that diversification should not be considered a major benefit of private equity in-

vesting. Moreover, they conclude that private equity investments share many systematic and 

economic risks with public equity and that the accompanying correlation therefore destroys 

the diversification benefits of private equity. 

Phalippou and Zollo (2005) studied the drivers behind the performance of US and European 

private equity funds. They found that the performance of these funds co-varied positively with 

both business cycles and stock-market cycles. This is in accordance with the findings of Xu 

(2004), who also found that the returns of buyout funds were highly significantly and posi-

tively correlated with the general business cycle. 

Here, we can once again point out the arguments presented by Meyer & Mathonet (2005) and 

Rouvinez (2003), concerning the infrequent valuations and tendencies to report investment 

values close to initial costs until the time of disposure. Both of these circumstances may nega-

tively contribute to keeping the correlation between private equity and public equity incor-

rectly low. 
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Based on the presented arguments, we can derive that although some investment professionals 

may perceive private equity to have low correlation with public equity, many recent studies 

indicates the opposite. When assessing private equity’s portfolio capabilities, it is important to 

consider risk and return in unity. Not much research is available on this topic, however, we 

will present one of the few in the following section. 

 

2.5 Private Equity in Mixed Portfolios 

As mentioned in the introduction, the research on private equity in mixed portfolios is very 

limited in the existing literature. However, Schmidt (2006) is one exception. In his article 

“Do the Alternative Asset’s Risk and Return Characteristics Add Value to the Portfolio”, he 

finds evidence for the benefits of adding private equity to a portfolio of mixed assets. More 

specifically, using data from 123 investment funds, Schmidt (2006) simulates a mixed asset 

portfolio, composed of private equity and stocks, which he uses to derive optimal portfolio 

compositions, assuming an unconstrained investor. Using different allocation strategies, he 

finds the optimal allocation to private equity in a mixed portfolio to be somewhere between 

3% and 65%. Thus, he concludes that an investor can combine the asset classes of stocks and 

private equity in order to improve overall portfolio performance. 

The optimal allocation spread of how much to allocate into private equity as pointed out by 

Schmidt (2006) seems to be very large. However, the general guidelines provided by many 

financial institutions promotes private equity allocation of around 5-10%, although it is not 

unusual to observe allocations below 5% for institutional investors (Mathonet & Mayer, 

2007).  

While Schmidt (2006) is just one study with a broad conclusion in respect to optimal alloca-

tion of private equity, we find it interesting and a small step in the direction of clarifying the 

portfolio capabilities of private equity. 

 

2.6 Summary of Literature Review 

In the literature review we found that surprisingly little attention has been assigned to private 

equity’s portfolio capabilities in relation to mixed portfolios. Therefore, in assessing these 

capabilities within the existing literature, we separately considered the return, risk, and corre-

lation of this asset class. First, we found arguments for private equity performance both fol-
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lowing and exceeding the general stock market. Second, we found it problematic to assess the 

accompanying volatility and correlation, as infrequent valuations and accounting standards 

detrimentally influenced these factors. However, Rouvinez (2003) found that although private 

equity generated slightly higher returns, the accompanying volatility was more than twice as 

high as that of the general stock market. Third, it was argued that the general perception in the 

investment community assumed that private equity investments potentially could provide di-

versification benefits. However, in the studies assessed we found a clear tendency for high 

correlation between private equity and public equity. Finally, we found a study, which 

showed that private equity positively influenced portfolio performance of a mixed portfolio. 

 

3. Research Question & Limitations 

3.1 Research Question 

As the literature review indicated, a diversity of opinions concerning private equity’s risk and 

return characteristics exist. With departure in the literature’s diverging view on this asset 

class, we have chosen to investigate private equity’s portfolio capabilities, by assessing how 

this asset class affects portfolio performance. Our contribution will be a quantitative analysis, 

based on a variety of asset allocation strategies and accompanying performance measures.  

In contrast to the excising literature, our objective is to provide an analysis where the validity 

of our findings is not limited by lack of data, which is common for investigations of this asset 

class. Furthermore, this analysis will go beyond investigating whether private equity can pro-

vide superior returns as the aim has been for the several existing surveys. Our approach will 

instead be to analyse the associated risk and diversification possibilities as well.   

Finally, the contribution of this thesis, to the existing private equity literature, will be an 

analysis useful to advanced private investors and professional asset management advisors. 

         

The research question answered throughout this thesis, covering the above objectives, will be: 

 

How will private equity affect portfolio performance with respect to return and risk 

characteristics, when this asset class is added to an investment portfolio consisting 

of stocks and bonds
2
?    

                                                 
2 By returns we mean capital gains and dividends, and we define risk as the standard deviation of returns. 
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3.2 Limitations 

We will focus on a quantitative investment analysis and exclude social and macroeconomic 

investigations. Surveys in those areas have been carried out by Nyrup (2007) and could very 

likely affect private equity through laws and regulations. Due to scope of this thesis, it has not 

been possible to include this.  

To make as general a contribution as possible, we have also chosen to leave out taxes and 

transaction costs. Taxes are country and investor specific and transaction costs are subject to 

several factors. By excluding these factors, our conclusion will therefore be useful to a broad-

er spectrum of investors. Furthermore, we assume that all assets are liquid, implying that they 

can be traded at any point in time. 

We apply a number of asset allocation models, although we are aware of the shortcomings 

with respect to estimation of risk and return parameters. Despite of this, we consider these 

models the best at hand to illustrate the portfolio capabilities of private equity. 

 

4. Methodology 

The method chosen to answer our research question follows a deductive research approach, as 

illustrated in Figure 4.1. That is, with departure in existing literature on private equity, we will 

deduce a hypothesis, which answers our research question, through testing on empirical data. 

Based on our findings we can then confirm or reject the hypothesis.  

 

Figure 4.1: Deductive Research Approach 

 

   Source: (Creshwell, 2009). 
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The hypothesis which we wish to test will be a modification of our research question. That is, 

we will reduce our research question into a definite statement about the value of a quantity, so 

it becomes a testable hypothesis as argued by DeFusco et al. (2007). Thus, we can use the 

tools and concepts of hypothesis testing to address our research questions, and thereby apply 

statistical inference to make judgement about private equity. By statistical inference we mean, 

that we on the basis of a sample of private equity data, will make judgement about whether 

private equity as an asset class can improve portfolio performance (DeFusco et al., 2007).  

 

4.1 Hypothesis 

In order to reduce our research question into a definite statement, which can be tested as a 

hypothesis, we need to ensure that our research question is answered concurrently and that 

our hypothesis is concerning the value of a quantity. The hypothesis, which we want to test, 

can then be boiled down to: 

 

Hypothesis: Will portfolio performance be improved with respect to risk and return, when 

private equity is added to an investment portfolio, consisting of stocks and bonds.   

 

The above hypothesis allows us to perform a quantitative test, since both risk and return are 

measurable. We can then compare the performance characteristics before and after private 

equity is added, and on that basis confirm of reject the hypothesis. In order to test the hy-

pothesis we will apply the tools of quantitative investment analysis, which will provide an 

objective view in answering our research question. The research approach we will follow is 

described in the following section.  

 

4.2 Approach 

In this section we will describe and explain the chosen approach for the remainder of this the-

sis. This analysis will be a quantitative study, where focus will be on portfolio risk and return. 

By this we mean that when determining whether our hypothesis can be confirmed or rejected, 

the conclusion will be based on whether the portfolio risk-return relationship has been im-

proved.  

 

In order to test our hypothesis, we have created a benchmark portfolio denoted the Initial 
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Portfolio (IP) consisting of stock and bonds. We will add private equity to that portfolio and 

thereby create a new portfolio, denoted the Mixed Portfolio (MP), consisting of stocks, bonds 

and private equity. To facilitate comparison and to enable ranking between the two portfolios, 

performance measures will be calculated for each portfolio. These performance measures will 

then be used to evaluate and confirm or reject, whether private equity as an asset class can 

improve portfolio performance. In order to increase the validity of our conclusions, we have 

applied a variety of asset allocation strategies as well as performance measures.   

 

To answer our research question, as sufficiently as possible, an assessment of private equity 

as well as diversification potential has been added. This will provide the reader a more objec-

tive picture of private equity, which will not be affected by the asset allocation strategies and 

performance measures selected by us.  

 

Our analysis of private equity’s portfolio capabilities is structured into the overall sections 

illustrated in Figure 4.2, following a deductive research approach.  

 

Figure 4.2:  Thesis Structure 

 

 Source: Own contribution 

 

In the previous section the research question and hypothesis were presented. In the following 

we start out by defining our investor in scope. This is followed by a presentation and test of 
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our input data. The purpose of this section is to test if the assumption regarding normal distri-

bution of our data is met.  

We will then turn to a definition and review of private equity. Due to the lack of data on regu-

lar private equity, we have constructed a proxy, which we have used for empirical testing. 

This proxy will be analysed in the subsequent section, where we will argue for the compo-

nents contained in the proxy. To be able to reject or confirm our hypothesis, we have com-

piled a benchmark portfolio, which will make it possible to make a quantitative comparison. 

After having analysed the construction of the private equity proxy and the benchmark portfo-

lio, we turn to an investigation of diversification potential. This assessment acts as a justifica-

tion for the further analysis, as well as providing an impression of the correlations between 

private equity and bonds and stocks, without the interference of asset allocation strategies or 

performance measures. 

 

After having laid the foundation for our deductive research approach, we turn towards data 

generation and findings. Due to the complexity of these sections, they will be described in 

detail in the following three sections.  

 

4.2.1 Approach: Asset Allocation Models 

Before presenting our findings, we describe and argue for the different asset allocation strate-

gies, which we have used to test whether private equity can improve portfolio performance.  

We start by considering the simple asset allocation models, 1/N, which treat all assets as if 

they hold the same risk-return attributes. We then move on to the minimum variance-model 

followed by the optimal asset allocation models, starting with Markowitz’s Mean-Variance 

model, and end with the more sophisticated Bayes-Stein approach, which uses more advanced 

methods to overcome estimation errors. 

 

We apply 26 different asset allocation strategies on total return data from 1989 to 2009, to test 

whether private equity can improve portfolio performance. In order to test this, we follow an 

approach for our analysis inspired by DeMiguel et al (2009), which is based on a rolling-

sample method. See Figure 4.3: 
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Figure 4.3: Rolling Sample 

 

 Source: Own contribution 

 

Given a dataset of T = 240 months of total return data, from 1989 to 2009, we have chosen an 

estimation window of M = 60 months. For each month t, beginning from t = M+1 = 61, we 

use the data from the previous 60 months to estimate the particular parameters needed to im-

plement a given strategy. Once these parameters have been estimated we use them to deter-

mine the relative portfolio weights for the portfolios with and without private equity added, 

respectively. These weights are then used to determine the out-of-sample return in period t+1. 

This process is repeated by adding the return data of the following period in the dataset and 

skipping the first return, until we reach the end of the dataset. 

 

4.2.2 Approach: Performance Evaluation 

The result of the rolling-sample approach is a time series of T – M = 180 monthly out-of-

sample returns derived for each of the asset allocation strategies applied to the investment 

portfolios. For each of these time series we calculate three performance measures: the Sharpe 

Ratio, Differential Return, and Certainty-Equivalent-Return. These performance measure 

have been chosen for their ability to evaluate returns in relation to the accompanying risk. 

To test whether the Sharpe performance measure applied on the portfolios can be considered 

statistically distinguishable, we further compute the p-value of the difference, in the same way 

as Jobson and Korkie (1981), with the corrections pointed out by Memmel (2003). This al-

lows us to make well-founded conclusions with respect to the relative performance of the dif-

ferent investment strategies applied on the portfolios.  
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4.2.3 Approach: Confirmation/Rejection of Hypothesis 

The evaluation of performance should provide us with a solid and quantitative foundation for 

making a valid conclusion with regards to whether the hypothesis put forward can be con-

firmed or rejected and thereby answer our research question.  

 

5. Investor Preferences and Utility 

Our investor in scope is a private investor, investing globally with all returns based on data in 

UK Pounds. We assume an investment horizon of 15 years and that the investor has access to 

the funds required to rebalance investments. Furthermore, the investor is assumed to be ra-

tional and risk-averse. 

When evaluating different investment strategies it is useful to consider the investors’ attitude 

towards risk, instead of assuming that all investors have identical preferences. The optimal 

investment portfolio will therefore be highly depended on the individual investor’s attitude 

towards risk. I.e. more risk-averse investors will tend to have a lower exposure to equity com-

pared to speculative investors. We will in this section analyse investor preferences and the 

criteria which these preferences should meet in order to be considered rational. We start by 

assuming that the investor’s preferences can be expressed by the use of a utility function U. 

By taking the out-of-sample returns of an investment strategy and the utility function U, we 

can calculate the expected utility of an investment strategy. The best investment strategy will 

be the one which optimises the investor’s expected utility. 

 

5.1 Utility function 

The utility function applied can be described by two main assumptions. The first assumption 

states that the investor prefers higher returns to lower. That is the same as saying, that the in-

vestor has a positive marginal utility of returns (Copeland et. al, 2005): 

 

0MU(r) > ,        (5.1) 

where MU is marginal utility and r is returns. The second assumption states that the impact of 

an additional level of returns is decreasing when the investor’s returns are increasing. This 

means that the marginal utility of returns is decreasing when returns are increasing: 
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0MU(r) → when ↑r       (5.2) 

We will furthermore assume that the investor in scope is risk averse. This means that the util-

ity of expected wealth is greater than the expected utility of wealth (Copeland et. al, 2005): 

 

( )[ ] ( )[ ]WUEWEU >
      (5.3) 

As an example of this we can consider rolling a dice. The payoff for throwing a 6 will be £60 

with a probability of 61 , while throwing any other number will pay off  £0. If we offer our 

investor to receive £10 (( 61 )*60) for sure instead of taking the gamble, the choice would be 

to accept the £10 without taking the gamble. An investor who preferred risk (risk-lover) 

would take the gamble, since the expected utility of wealth (gamble) would be greater than 

the utility of expected wealth (money for sure).  

In the thesis at hand we have chosen the constant relative risk aversion (CRRA), which is one 

of the most popular utility functions in the existing literature (Azar, 2006). The reason why 

this function is called constant is due to the fact that the coefficient of risk aversion is con-

stant, which means that the level of risk aversion will be constant. This means that the inves-

tor will have a constant risk aversion to proportional loss of wealth even though the absolute 

loss increases as wealth does (Copeland et. al, 2005). The CRRA utility function is given by: 

 

 U(R) =
R1−γ −1

1− γ

 

 
 

 

 
  for γ ≠ 1

ln(R)        for γ = 1 

 

 
 

 
 

    

 (5.4) 

where R is returns and γ  is the coefficient of risk aversion. The utility function is defined for 

positive input parameters of return r (i.e. gross returns, R = 1 + r) as well as positive levels of 

risk aversion γ .  

 

5.2 Levels of risk aversion 

According to the existing academic literature using constant relative risk aversion, there 

seems to be consensus regarding the interval for the level of risk aversion. While Parker 

(2003) and Campbell and Viceira (2002) considers 5=γ  to be a plausible level of risk aver-

sion, Prescott (1986) uses 1=γ  in his simulations. Chetty (2003) derives a mathematical theo-

retical model and finds a level of risk aversion, which is very close to 1.  
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We have chosen to apply levels of risk aversion of 1, 3, and 5 in our computations, to see 

whether these will produce different outcomes. We have graphically presented the three levels 

of risk aversion in Figure 5.1. 

 

Figure 5.1:  Utility of Returns at Different Levels of Risk Aversion 

 

  Source:  See appendix 1 

 

In Figure 5.1 above, we have presented three levels of risk aversion; 1, 3 and 5. The graphs 

show the utility obtained from a vector of fictive returns. We can see from Figure 5.1 that the 

assumptions regarding utility are fulfilled. First it can be seen that the investors have a posi-

tive marginal utility of returns for all three levels of risk aversion. This assumption holds 

since the slopes of the tangents to the graphs stays positive, which implies that higher returns 

are preferred to lower. Second we can see that the marginal utility of returns are decreasing 

when returns are increasing, since the slopes of the tangents to the graphs decreases as returns 

get higher.  

 

When considering Figure 5.1 it is also intuitive to see how the three levels of risk aversion 

differ. The higher the risk aversion, the more negative is the utility of the lower returns. On 

the other hand does a low risk aversion result in more utility from higher returns. So from the 

graphs above, we can deduct that an investor with a low risk aversion (γ = 1) will obtain more 
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utility from high returns, compared to an investor with high risk aversion (γ = 5), and at the 

same time not get as negative utility from low returns as the investor with high risk aversion.  

This fact tells us a lot about an investor’s attitude towards risky investments. An investor with 

high risk aversion will prefer investments with low volatility (standard deviation) since the 

probability of obtaining negative returns are lower than investments with high volatility. The 

investor with low risk aversion will on the other hand prefer high risk, since low returns will 

not have much effect on the utility obtained, compared to high returns which affect utility 

relatively more in a positive direction.  

With the above knowledge in hand, we have three investor profiles, which we will analyse 

throughout this thesis.   

 

6. Data  

Our data have all been gathered from Datastream Advance 4.0. Datastream is a database sup-

ported by Thomson Financials, providing financial and statistical information. Datastream are 

among the largest and most respected historical financial numerical databases in the world, 

providing daily updates. Thus, we therefore assume reliability of our data set. 

The time series, which we wish to analyse, are composed of 20 years of total monthly return 

data. Using total return data allow us to include income from dividends and interest, as well as 

increases or decreases in the price of the security.  

 

6.1  Distribution of Data 

Modern portfolio theory, which we will be applying for asset allocation, relies on the assump-

tion that input parameters are normally distributed (Markowitz, 1952). The same assumptions 

are underpinning the related performance measures (Sharpe, 1966) (Scholz & Wilkens 2005).  

To be able to apply the asset allocation strategies and related performance measure, we must 

therefore assume that our returns are normally distributed. This assumption is hardly ever 

met, since the returns on financial data often come with fat tails (Jorion, 2007) (Campbell et 

al, 1997).   

To analyse the consequences of our assumptions, we will at first describe the normal distribu-

tion and then test whether our returns are normally distributed. If our data is not normally dis-

tributed, the in-sample optimum will no longer hold. This will affect the validity of our find-

ings and the test is therefore important to perform.  
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6.2  The Normal Distribution  

For all normal distributions, the graph of the density function is symmetrical around the mean. 

Probability Density Function (PDF), mean and variance are defined by: 
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    (6.1) 

[ ]E Xµ =
       (6.2)  

2 var[ ]Xσ =
       (6.3) 

 

The normal distribution has some convenient properties, since the entire distribution can be 

characterised by its first two moments, mean and variance, that is ),( 2σµN . In practice, the 

normal distribution is tabulated with mean zero and variance one )1,0(N and called the stan-

dard normal distribution (Jorion, 2007).  

 

As reviewed previously, the Modern Portfolio theory is based on the assumption that returns 

are normally distributed. This assumption can be seen in Markowitz (1952), where Markowitz 

assumes that an investor determines the optimal portfolio based on expected mean and vari-

ance only, also known as a mean-variance investor. The same is true when considering the 

Sharpe Ratio, where portfolios are ranked on behalf of their mean-variance characteristics and 

data is assumed to be normal distributed (Sharpe, 1966).     

By assuming that investors choose their optimal portfolios based on mean-variance analysis, 

we implicitly assume that investors ignore the third and fourth moments, skewness and kurto-

sis. We will look into these in the following section. 

 

6.2.1  Higher Moments 

A distribution’s skewness, S, is a distribution’s third moment and indicates how much asym-

metry there is in the distribution. For the normal distribution S = 0, because the normal distri-

bution is a symmetrical distribution. Skewness is defined by: 
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Negative skewness indicates that the distribution has a long left tail and therefore generates 

large negative values (Jorion, 2007). 

 

The kurtosis of a distribution, K, describes how fast (or slow) the tails decay and is the fourth 

moment. For the normal distribution K = 3, values larger than this implies a greater likelihood 

of large values, positive or negative (Jorion, 2007). Kurtosis is defined by: 
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      (6.5) 

If our input parameters are normally distributed skewness and kurtosis will not come into 

play. The problem arises if our return vectors are not normally distributed or if the investor in 

scope has preferences for higher moments. We know from Scott & Horvath (1980) that inves-

tors prefer high mean and skewness while they prefer low variance and kurtosis. High skew-

ness involves that most of the observations are to the right of the mean which results in higher 

payoffs. High kurtosis means that the distribution has fatter tails than the normal distribution. 

This increases the probability of both extreme positive and negative values, which will in-

crease the risk of an investment. Therefore do investors prefer low kurtosis. 

 

Now that we have seen that investors have preferences for higher moments, we know that 

assuming investors ignore these moments is not correct. On the other hand did we also see 

that if data is normally distributed, skewness and kurtosis will not matter, since this distribu-

tion can be characterised by its first two moments. So for us to carry out mean-variance op-

timisations and performance measurement, it requires an analysis of whether our data can be 

assumed to be normally distributed. We perform this test in the next section.  

 

6.3 Test for Normally Distributed Data 

To test the input parameters we will make use of both graphical and statistical tests. The 

graphical tests consist of a Frequency Distribution Histogram, where we will compare the 

frequencies of our observations with frequencies estimated from the Probability Density 

Functions for the normal distribution. Furthermore will we analyse a so-called P-P Plot where 
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the observed cumulative frequencies will be plotted against the estimated cumulative frequen-

cies. 

 

The statistical test will be carried out as a Lilliefors test (Lilliefors, 1967), where we will test 

the null hypothesis that our return data is normally distributed, against the alternative hy-

pothesis that it is not normally distributed.  

The Lilliefors test origins from the Kolmogorov-Smirmov test, but the Lilliefors test does not 

require that the null distribution is fully defined with respect to mean and variance (Lilliefors, 

1967). The Lilliefors test is a 2-sided goodness-of-fit, with the same test statistic as the Kol-

mogorov-Smirmov test:  

 

( ) ( )XSXFD Nx −= ∗max
     (6.6) 

where ( )XSN  is the sample cumulative distribution function and ( )XF ∗ is the cumulative 

normal distribution function. The value of D is therefore the maximum discrepancy between 

the sample distribution and the normal distribution.  

 

We perform the tests in MatLab3, where the Lilliefors test is a built-in function4. The MatLab 

Lilliefors test uses a table of critical values computed using Monte Carlo simulation for sam-

ple sizes less than 1000. The table is larger and more accurate than the table introduced by 

Lilliefors. More specific we apply the test “h = lillietest(x)” where the test returns the logical 

value h = 1 if it rejects the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level, and h = 0 if it cannot 

be rejected. Our null hypothesis is that our input parameters are normally distributed. The test 

results can be seen in Table 6.1: 

  

                                                 
3 See appendix 2 for MatLab Script and output 

4http://www.mathworks.com/access/helpdesk/help/toolbox/stats/index.html?/access/helpdesk/help/toolbox/stats/l
illietest.html 
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Table 6.1: Normal Distribution Test 

 

   Source: See appendix 2 

 

Table 6.1 shows that 6 out of the 21 indices are normally distributed on a 5% significance 

level, according to the Lilliefors test. The next step in our test for normal distributed data is to 

analyse each return vector, to determine whether we can assume data to be normal distributed, 

despite of the above Lilliefors tests. The graphical normal distribution tests can be found in 

appendix 2.  

 

6.4 Conclusion on normal distribution test 

We have, for each of the return vectors, analysed whether our assumption regarding normal 

distributed data were valid. The Lilliefors test showed that 6 out 21 return vectors were nor-

mally distributed. When comparing this result with the Frequency Distribution Histogram and 

P-P Plot, in Appendix 2, we see the same tendency. Even though the density functions are 

approximately symmetrical around the mean, we see outliers which causes kurtosis to be 

higher than 3. This result is also in accordance with Jorion (2007) and Campbell et al (1997), 

who found that financial data often comes with fat tails. 

We have tested the consequences of removing outliers and the result was that the return vec-

tors approached the normal distribution. When testing this, we observed that the amount of 

outliers were highest for the private equity indices and furthermore more extreme. For the 
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stock and bond indices, the amount of outliers was fewer and less extreme and therefore 

closer to the normal distribution.   

  

Even though we cannot conclude that our input parameters are normally distributed, we still 

chose to apply the mean-variance strategies along with the related performance measures. We 

do this, since we believe these models to be the best at hand, when taking the available his-

toric data into consideration. The historical data for the private equity indices does for in-

stance not provide us with market capitalisations and book-to-market ratios, which excludes a 

number of models. When using the mean-variance approach, we must accept that the higher 

moments are being ignored, even though we have seen that the distributions contains both 

kurtosis and excess skewness, for the majority of the return vectors.  

 

7. Private Equity 

In the following section we will provide a description of the various aspects of private equity 

in order to give the reader some insight to this particular asset class. We start with a brief 

definition of private equity, followed by a description of ownership structure, investment 

process and horizon, venture capital, and listed private equity investments. We then explain 

how listed private equity works and how it differs from limited partnership private equity in-

vestments.  

 

7.1 Private Equity Defined 

The term private equity refers to investment in unlisted companies that are held private, as 

opposed to companies, which are publicly listed. The majority of private equity investments 

are undertaken by private equity firms, which raise funds from institutions like pension funds, 

major banks, and wealthy individuals, to invest in companies with either high growth poten-

tial or a need for restructuring (Spliid, 2007). 

 

The concept of “private equity” contains different investment approaches such as manage-

ment buy-outs and buy-ins, venture capital, and development capital. Furthermore, the in-

vestment strategies of different private equity companies differ immensely according to their 

investment criteria, such as acquisition size, sector, region, and purpose of the acquisition, 

which e.g. includes start-up, expansion, buyouts and turnarounds. However, as the bulk of 
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funds placed in private equity is invested in leveraged buyouts, (henceforth, LBOs) referring 

to private equity is often implicitly LBOs (Philippou & Zollo, 2005). 

 

LBOs are normally characterised by acquisitions in mature companies, within industries such 

as manufacturing, technology, telecommunication, and health care. Usually LBOs involve 

acquiring public or private companies and restructure e.g. the capital structure with a signifi-

cant level of debt.  

 

7.2 Ownership Structure 

The private equity funds usually have a portfolio of investments consisting of acquired com-

panies, which is managed by a management company (Thomsen & Vinten, 2008). Private 

equity funds are organised as partnerships with general and limited partners. General partners 

are the management company, who manages the portfolio of investments by buying, owning 

and selling companies. The limited partners are typically banks, pension funds or hedge 

funds. They commit a certain amount to an investment fund, which is called on when the fund 

finds a desirable acquisition target (Thomsen & Vinten, 2008). The investment fund is the 

acquirer and owner of the target companies, while general and limited partners are investors 

in the investment fund as it can be seen from Figure 7.1: 

 

Figure 7.1: Private Equity Fund Structure 

 

  Source: Spliid (2007) 
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7.3 Investment Process  

The way private equity generally works, engages the management firm of a private equity 

company to establish a limited partnership fund, with duration of normally between 7 to 10 

years (Mayer & Mathonet, 2005). Usually the fund is fully invested after the first three to four 

years, attaining majority, or occasionally minority stakes in companies fulfilling the fund’s 

investment criteria specified in the fund’s prospectus. The fund manager then actively en-

gages in the development, optimisation, and restructuring of the acquired companies, in order 

to help them grow and prosper. Typically this implies the fund manager to take a seat on the 

board, and thereby providing guidance and advice on strategic matters, especially on capital 

markets, financing, networking, and market analysis (Mayer & Mathonet, 2005).  

In order for the private equity fund to successfully raise funds, it is important that the returns 

obtained from previous funds has been good. Thus, it is imperative for a private equity com-

pany to build a strong track record. 

 

The investment process, where the majority of the investments are carried out in the begin-

ning of a funds lifetime, and where the benefits are reaped at the end of its lifetime, leads to a 

payoff to the private equity investors, which differ from other investment types. The returns 

of acquisitions differ, since the resulting cash flows are less predictable (Fraser-Sampson, 

2007). The timing and size of the cash out-flows are almost unknown to the limited partners, 

however, the managing company cannot exceed the amount of capital committed. The same 

holds true for the cash in-flows, as there will be no payouts until the investments are realised, 

which can be impossible to predict. Generally it can be said that the cash out-flows occur in 

the first years and in-flows in the final years of the investment period, causing a type of re-

turn, which can be characterised by a “j-curve”, as can be seen in Figure 7.2: 

 

Figure 7.2: The j-curve 

 

   Source: Mayer & Mathonet, 2005 
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After a couple of years the fund may begin to sell parts of the acquisition or initiate an IPO, 

which will yield positive returns and create the j-curve. 

 

7.4 Investment Horizon 

In general, investments carried out by private equity companies are held for several years, 

depending on a number of factors, such as the stage of the acquired company’s lifecycle, fu-

ture growth prospects, and market conditions for exit. Investments in newly established com-

panies may be held for a number of years, and repeatedly refinanced until the desired stage of 

the company has been reached (ipeit.com) 5. 

 

The horizon for private equity investments is normally long term. 7 to10 year horizons seem 

to be the norm, however, sometimes allowing for extension, depending on various cycles 

(Mayer & Mathonet, 2005). These cycles includes fund raising cycles, where fundraising for 

add-on investments is normally repeated every 3 to 5 years, specific sector or industry cycles, 

and stock market cycles. Stock market cycles are particularly important as high price levels 

creates the best possibilities for exits, whereas low price levels offer the best condition for 

acquiring stakes in companies (Spliid, 2007). 

 

An important point is, however, that the focus is always to achieve the best return on each 

individual investment, whenever this can be achieved. This usually implies that the emphasis 

is on optimising long-term returns, rather than focusing on optimising the next quarterly re-

port, as it is often the case with public companies. 

Furthermore, if a company is underperforming on its targets, the private equity investor will 

normally act quickly to restructure, refinance, or change strategy in order to get back on track. 

If this is not attainable, the private equity investor may altogether decide to cut off further 

funding and abandon the project in order to minimise its losses (Mayer & Mathonet, 2005). 

 

Once the acquired company has been optimised sufficiently to be an attractive investment to 

other investors, it may be sold off, or floated on a stock market through e.g. an IPO. 

 

                                                 
5 iPeit.com or LPEq is an organisation of listed private equity companies 
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7.5 Venture Capital 

Although the main focus of this thesis is on private equity in the shape of LBOs, as the bulk 

of private equity investments fall into this category, some of the funds included in our private 

equity proxy also engage in venture capital. Therefore we will provide a brief introduction to 

this type of investments and point out the main differences from LBO investments. 

Venture capital is a subclass of private equity, which typically involves investments in early-

stage companies, or companies about to undertake expansion. Usually the focus is on high-

potential growth companies, where the goal is to eventually realise gains from a sale or an 

IPO (Fraser-Sampson, 2007). 

 

As opposed to LBOs, venture capitalists typically engage in companies with relatively small 

enterprise value, and almost never use bank loans as a source of financing. Furthermore, de-

spite that venture capitalists rejects the vast majority of opportunities presented to them, only 

few of the investments actually undertaken turn out successful. However, the investments, 

which does turn out successful often generate substantial returns. This is in contrast to LBOs, 

which has a relatively high percentage of success with only limited portion of write-offs 

(Mayer & Mathonet, 2005). 

 

Finally, venture capital focuses on rapidly growing sectors and on cutting edge technology, 

whereas LBOs tend to focus on more established industries. Therefore the approach for ven-

ture capital relies on deep industry know-how, product development, and commercialisation. 

Again, this is in contrast to the LBO approach, which relies on cash financial engineering and 

corporate restructuring.  

 

7.6 Listed private Equity 

In our analysis we have chosen to use listed private equity data to overcome some of the is-

sues normally related to data on this asset class, while still attaining a valid view on private 

equity. Listed private equity refers to companies, whose shares are publicly traded on primary 

stock exchanges such as London Stock Exchange and Euronext. As the name indicates, the 

underlying investments are in regular private equity. Some of these are structured as invest-

ment trusts, which provides the term private equity investment trust (PEITs), which are simi-

lar to the widely known real estate investment trusts (REITs). Listed private equity companies 
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provides regular investors access to participate in private equity investments, and thereby the 

opportunity to access a readymade diversified portfolio, without having to commit a small 

fortune (ipeit.com). 

 

In general, there exist two different types of listed private equity, which regular investors can 

invest in. These are both quoted on primary exchanges and includes: 

 

Figure 7.3: Listed private equity 

 

 Source: ipeit.com 

 

Some listed private equity companies pursue a mix of the two strategies, offering a hybrid of 

the two approaches.  

Each individual listed private equity company has its own investment strategy with respect to 

industry, size, geography, and type of investments, much in the same way as limited partner-

ships. Also the scope of listed private equity companies varies greatly, ranging from invest-

ment trusts with only a handful of portfolio companies specialising in a given industry or 

country, to large fund-of-funds with holdings in more than 300 private equity funds around 

the world (ipeit.com).  

 

Listed private equity companies have no fixed lifespan and continually invest and reinvest the 

proceeds from sales of assets, rather than distributing them to their investors, as this would 

lead to taxable gains. Consequently, the main objective of these companies is usually to pro-

vide shareholders with long-term capital appreciation, rather than dividend growth.  
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7.6.1 Listed Private Equity versus Regular Private Equity 

In Table 7.1 we have summarised the main differences between listed private equity and regu-

lar limited partnership private equity funds, to provide the reader with useful insights of the 

discrepancies between these. 

 

Table 7.1: LPE vs. PE 

 

 Source: iPeit.com 

 

Beside what has already been described, we can see in the table that the fees paid to listed 

private equity funds are normally low compared to limited partnerships. This is because the 

fees charged by listed private equity companies serves as an extra layer of fees, on top of the 

fees they pay on their investments in the underlying limited partnership private equity funds. 

This is to compensate the managers of listed private equity companies for their expertise, and 

to achieve a readymade diversified investment in this asset class. This is why e.g. fund-of-

funds are sometimes seen as inefficient, because they would have to perform better on aver-

age, in order to compensate for the extra layer of fees (Mathonet & Meyer, 2007) However, 
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the benefits associated with fund-of-funds investments have to be evaluated for each individ-

ual investor, as it can turn out cheaper to invest in this way compared to the costs of direct 

investments. 

 

Investors in listed private equity funds may enjoy the benefit of the liquidity and are therefore 

not bound in the same way as with investments in limited partnership funds. However, small 

listed private equity vehicles may potentially turn out illiquid at given times, especially for 

investors with large blocks of shares. 

 

Furthermore, one of the main benefits of limited partnership private equity is shareholder in-

fluence in the form of e.g. board positions or power to change management. These benefits, 

along with the potential opportunities for co-investments vanish with investments in listed 

private equity.  

Thus, as an overall assessment of listed private equity there can be said to be both pro’s and 

con’s. However, for the average private investor, the disadvantages might not be substantial, 

as he or she would normally not care about strategic influence, nor have the sufficient funds 

to take on co-investments, or be able to attain a diversified stake in this normally hard to enter 

asset class. 

 

8. Private Equity Proxy 

In this section we will explain and argue for the construction of a private equity proxy, which 

we will use to represent private equity in our empirical data testing. 

In order for us to measure whether private equity can improve portfolio performance, valid 

data with several years of observations is imperative. By definition, private equity is not pub-

lic listed and due to this, it is not possible to get return data on a regular basis like weekly or 

monthly. Often private equity investments range between 7 and 10 years and the returns of 

acquisitions differ from other investment types, since the resulting cash flows are less predict-

able (Fraser-Sampson, 2007).  

It is not possible to generate usable return data on regular private equity, when prices or re-

turns are not recorded on a regular basis and with very few observations. Even if return data 

were available, which they seldom are, we would not be able to make any valid conclusion 

with returns recorded with intervals of several years. To estimate expected returns on private 

equity and covariance with other asset classes, based on yearly observations, would not act as 
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applicable input parameters for the asset allocation models we have considered. In fact we 

could only conclude whether the individual funds had obtained high returns relative to other 

asset classes, but not how the returns were compared to the associated risk like standard de-

viation of returns. From our point of view, to be able to come up with acceptable estimates for 

return and standard deviation would require several years of data with at least monthly obser-

vations.    

Based on our research on available limited partnership private equity data, we came to the 

conclusion that we could not make generalisations based on this. The available data were 

mostly track records of the individual funds performance, which first of all was limited with 

respect to the amount of observations and secondly, questionable regarding validity due to the 

missing regulations on private equity.     

 

Our approach has therefore been, to create a proxy for private equity, which we believe will 

make it possible to make generalisation on whether private equity can improve portfolio per-

formance. We have found that by using listed private equity we are able to obtain the amount 

of observations required, for generating a valid proxy for private equity. In brief listed private 

equity are trusts which invests in private equity directly and in-directly. Listed private equity 

is public companies which are listed on primary stock exchanges. This means that we can get 

access to data on quoted prices and thereby eliminate the problem of lacking data as found in 

ordinary private equity.  

 

8.1 Validity of Proxy 

When analysing a proxy instead of regular private equity, a number of problems may arise. 

We have listed the problems below: 

 

1. How good a proxy for private equity is listed private equity? 

2. Can the market price the underlying private equity performance correct? 

3. Can we trust the Net Asset Values? 

 

The first problem concerns whether listed private equity can be assumed to be a good ap-

proximation for private equity. Due to the lack of data on private equity it is not possible to 

perform a quantitative analysis, on whether listed private equity has the same characteristics 

as regular private equity. It would have been conclusive to test if the correlation between the 
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two was equal to 1. If that was possible we would not need a proxy, since the amount of 

available data for private equity would then be sufficient. To be able to use listed private eq-

uity as a proxy we must therefore assume that the prices of listed private equity companies, 

fully reflects the values of the underlying assets. 

 

The above assumption leads us to the next problem regarding whether the market can price 

the performance of the underlying private equity assets correct. The listed private equity trusts 

are often priced upon their estimates for the net asset value of their investments. To set a price 

on an asset, which is not listed on a stock exchange, is quite difficult. So in order to value 

their assets the listed private equity companies make use of financial-ratio multiples like P/E 

or MV/EBITDA6. By analysing listed companies in the same industry as their acquisitions, 

they can determine the ratio between for example market value and EBITDA for the listed 

companies and use that for valuation of their acquisitions. If they find that the ratio between 

market value and EBITDA is for example 7, they can multiply the EBITDA of their acquisi-

tion with that ratio to determine the value of the acquired company. This method is widely 

used, but is of course not a guarantee for a correct market value.   

 

One question is whether the listed private equity trust’s value their assets at a fair price. An-

other question is whether the investors value the share price of listed private equity trusts cor-

rectly. More precisely, can the market price the underlying private equity performance cor-

rectly? Listed private equity trusts are required to produce annual reports in accordance with 

the regulations of the exchange where they are listed. Therefore, investors will have good in-

sight when it comes to income, assets and liabilities. To question investor’s abilities to price 

listed companies based on their annual reports, would be the same as questioning the way 

stock markets work in general. We must therefore assume that the quoted prices of listed pri-

vate equity to be valid. By making the assumption that the market can price the listed private 

equity trusts at a fair price, we implicitly assume that the share prices reflects the underlying 

investments. Therefore we can further assume that share prices reflect the performance of the 

underlying private equity.  

 

                                                 
6 (Price/Earnings) and (Market Value/ Earnings Before Interest, taxes, depreciations and amortizations). See 
Annual Reports of the companies considered.  
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One could argue that investors are not fully aware of what the underlying assets consists of, 

however that would be the same as stating that investors are willing to invest in a “black-

box”. We will only consider this argument to hold, in the case where listed private equity is 

able to continuously generate superior returns compared to that of other investments. Accord-

ing to LPEq7, listed private equity has not outperformed neither FTSE All Shares nor MSCI 

World Index for the past 10 years, with respect to return and therefore we do not consider that 

argument to hold.  

 

When assuming that listed private equity reflects the performance of private equity, we can 

create a proxy consisting of such companies, on which we can perform a quantitative analysis. 

This proxy will be denoted, the Private Equity Portfolio (PE). To make our proxy as valid as 

possible, we have put forward a set of criteria, which the companies must fulfil, in order to be 

considered part of the proxy.   

 

8.2 Private Equity Proxy Criteria 

As stated above, the listed private equity companies must fulfil a set of criteria to be accepted 

into the proxy. More precisely, their underlying investments must possess the general features 

and characteristics of private equity as an asset class. For us to create a valid and representa-

tive proxy for private equity we, thus, need to include listed private equity companies, con-

taining different attributes. Below you will find a table of the different criteria, which we have 

selected, in order to create, what we believe to be, a valid and diverse proxy for private equity. 

Specifically we require that our proxy is based on several years of data, global investments, 

investments in diverse sectors, and represents a wide range of acquisitions sizes. The criteria 

below are the general criteria for the proxy as a whole. For the trusts making up the proxy, the 

requirements have been 20 years of data and a portfolio consisting of private equity invest-

ments (see appendix 4 for a review of the trusts).  

 

                                                 
7 An association of listed private equity companies (ipeit.com) 
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Figure 8.1: Proxy Criteria 

 

  Source: Own contribution 

 

We have chosen to include 5 listed private equity trusts and 1 listed private equity index. The 

argument for not adding more than 5 trusts was due to two things. First we required that Data-

stream could provide us with data for 20 years for the trusts and second we did not want to 

include trusts where there were any uncertainty regarding the underlying investments or 

where the trusts did not meet the above requirements. More precisely we did not include trusts 

that invested in other asset classes than private equity.  

 

Besides the trusts, we chose to include a listed private equity index as well. The listed private 

equity index is constructed by DataStream to measure the performance of all UK listed in-

vestment trusts in the private equity sector. 14 trusts are making up the index (se appendix 4 

for an overview) with available data for the required 20 years. 

 

We could not add each of the individual trusts in the index, due to the lack of data. Not all of 

the funds have existed since 1989 and since we did not want to comprise the estimation period 

of 5 years and out-of-sample period of 15 years, we chose to leave some funds out. Out the 14 

trusts making up the index, 5 of them are the same as we have included in the proxy. We do 

not consider this a problem, since it is comparable to investing in the S&P 500 and at the 

same time investing in 5 large American listed companies. Instead we believe that we grasp 

more private equity, when adding the index and 9 more trusts. Furthermore adding a diversi-

fied index will remove some of the noise from the individual companies and provide us with a 

more clear proxy for private equity.  
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The final issue regarding the proxy is the fact that all the trusts are UK based. One could ar-

gue that we are only investigating UK listed private equity and that analysing global listed 

private equity trusts would be more correct. However, the lack of data is again the explanation 

for only selecting UK based trusts and it would have been preferable to include trusts from 

other countries or continents.  

 

We will argue that it should not matter where the trusts are situated, the important thing is 

their underlying investments. As it can be seen in appendix 4, all of the included trusts are 

investing globally. So even though the trusts are located in the UK, they make both direct and 

indirect private equity investment in all parts of the world. Due to this we can assume that the 

proxy will reflect private equity globally.  

 

Below we will go into detail about each of the criteria selected for the proxy. As argued 

above, the proxy must fulfil each of the below attributes to be a valid approximation for pri-

vate equity in general. As it can also be seen in appendix 4, the proxy fulfils the criteria and 

we believe it to be a realistic proxy on which we can draw valid conclusions.    

 

8.2.1 Investment Approach 

Private equity companies can undertake one of two strategies or a mix thereof. These two ap-

proaches are, as already described, a direct investment approach and an indirect funds-of-

funds strategy. Although these approaches may seem to yield similar returns, one need to 

keep in mind that a management fee plus a carry rate needs to be paid to the external fund. On 

the other hand, the two approaches may not possess identical risk attributes as a fund-of-fund 

strategy may attain diversification benefits, not to mention the benefits of liquidity associated 

with investments in listed companies. Thus, to get a diverse a proxy as possible for private 

equity, we will need companies undertaking both approaches, and preferably a mixture of 

both. 

 

8.2.2 Geography 

When assessing private equity as an asset class it is important to consider companies, which 

invests in different regions. Not only do private equity investments in different countries yield 

different returns, but they also possess very different risk characteristics. These can be related 
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to e.g. currency risk, political risk, and economical risk. Furthermore, there can be other pa-

rameters, which play a vital role when investing in different geographical locations. Here we 

can mention differences in legislation including taxes and anti-competitive practices. 

 

8.2.3 Sectors  

The complexity of acquisitions varies across industries of the acquired firm. Naturally there 

can be differences in a number of imperative matters, such as e.g. capital structure, cost of 

capital, co-investments, type of acquisition, and need for external experts. Thus, acquisitions 

in different sectors potentially lead to different risk-return characteristics and therefore it is 

important that we consider private equity companies investing in different sectors. 

 

8.2.4 Size of Primary Acquisitions 

Just like investments from different sectors, geography, and with different investment ap-

proaches, the size of the acquisitions also influences the risk-return profile. Here many of the 

same factors have influence such as e.g. cost of capital, capital structure, type of acquisition, 

co-investments, and external experts. Therefore, we have decided to split up the companies 

into three groups according to the size of their primary acquisitions. The three groups are di-

vided into small acquisitions up to £25 million, medium acquisitions from £25 - £200 million 

and large acquisitions of +£200 million.  

 

8.3 Summary of Private Equity Trusts 

Below you find a table containing a summary of the five private equity investment trusts cho-

sen to make up our proxy for private equity as an asset class.   

 



 

 

Table 8.
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9.1 How Many Assets Should the Initial Portfolio Consist of?  

When testing if private equity can improve portfolio performance, we will add private equity 

to the Initial Portfolio, and measure if the performance is better with this asset class added.  If 

a portfolio consists of a single asset only (this would per definition not be a portfolio) adding 

an extra asset would always decrease the risk of the portfolio (variance or standard deviation). 

This is of course not true if the two assets had a correlation coefficient of 1, but in all other 

cases would the prices of the two assets not move in the same direction each time a price was 

recorded. The reason for this is due to unsystematic risk, which is the risk unique to a single 

asset. When enough assets are added to a portfolio, the result will be that the unsystematic 

risk is diversified away, and the portfolio will eventually consist of systematic risk (market 

risk) only.   

Our aim is not to remove all unsystematic risk, since this would require (at least theoretically) 

that we replicated the market portfolio and thereby invested in all available assets. Instead our 

focus will be to create a well diversified portfolio, where adding an extra asset would not de-

crease the risk of the portfolio greatly due to diversifiable risk. Only when we have a well 

diversified portfolio will we be able to tell whether adding private equity improves portfolio 

performance.  

 

We will use the same approach as Statman (1987) applied in order to determine how many 

stocks that made a diversified portfolio. According to Statman’s (1987) research, 30 stocks 

were needed for a well diversified portfolio. Since our portfolio consists of both stocks and 

bonds this number should be lower, due to the correlation coefficient between these two asset 

classes.  

The approach used by Statman (1987), which build on the research performed by Elton & 

Gruber (1977), is to use the relationship between the number of assets in a portfolio and the 

resulting standard deviation. As we described above, the standard deviation of a portfolio will 

decrease as the number of assets are increased. So when Statman (1987) compared the num-

ber of assets with the standard deviations, he found that when the number of stocks reached 

30, the diversification effect from adding an extra stock were no longer significant.  

Before analysing how many assets are needed to construct a well diversified portfolio, we will 

describe which assets will be included in determining how many assets the portfolio should 

consist of.   
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9.2 Which Assets Should the Initial Portfolio Consist of? 

Since our investor in scope is investing globally, the Initial Portfolio will consist of global 

assets. The global assets will be bond and stocks indices primarily from G20 countries9. The 

argument for spreading the investments globally is due to our requirements for the result of 

our tests to be generalising. By this we mean that our conclusions on whether private equity 

can improve portfolio performance, should not be due to one specific stock or bond market, 

but should be a conclusion on whether adding private equity can improve portfolio perform-

ance in general.   

 

To ensure that the diversification effect is not primarily attributable to the low or negative 

correlation between bonds and equity, but due to the number of assets we will add a stock 

index, then a bond index, and so forth. If we first added 10 stock indices and then 10 bond 

indices, we would not be able to tell if for example 4 bond indices and 4 stock indices would 

make a well diversified portfolio. This is due to the huge decrease in portfolio standard devia-

tion that would occur when bonds were added to an equity portfolio. By first adding one stock 

index and then one bond index, we will grasp the diversification effect between stocks and 

bonds already after adding the first couple of indices.  

 

The indices and the order of which they will be added can be seen in Figure 9.1. The selection 

of indices is in accordance with the defined investors and the global investment strategy. A 

more thorough description of the used indices can be found in appendix 5. Below are the 

standard deviations of the assets considered.  

 

                                                 
9 The world’s 20 largest economies  
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Figure 9.1: Monthly Standard Deviations of All Assets 

 

Source: See Appendix 1 

 

9.3 Determination of the number of assets 

The portfolio which the two asset classes will be added too, is an equally weighted portfolio, 

where the prices, which the returns is based on, have been turned into Great Britain Pounds. 

The period for which the standard deviations has been calculated, is the same as the one used 

for all the models: 01/02/1989 to 01/01/2009. The result can be seen in Figure 9.2: 

 

Figure 9.2: Diversification effects 

 

Source: See Appendix 1 
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The result is in accordance with Statman’s (1987) findings. The number of assets is not, since 

Statman (1987) found that at least 30 assets were needed, but the picture is the same. Adding 

the second asset to the portfolio gives a large diversification effect, but the effect of adding 

extra indices decreases as the number of assets increases. Figure 9.2 shows that having added 

15 issues to the portfolio provides a well diversified portfolio. From our point of view there is 

not a substantial effect, with respect to standard deviation, from adding more than 15 issues to 

the portfolio.  

 

9.4 Concluding Remarks for Benchmark Portfolio 

Even though our results are comparable to those of Statman (1987), it is still important to 

mention that there is a rather large difference between the two findings. Statman (1987) used 

individual stock returns, which are not similar to our indices when it comes to standard devia-

tions. As we have described above, standard deviation will decrease as the numbers of assets 

increases. The indices which we have chosen contains up to several hundred individual bonds 

and stocks and are therefore already diversified. This is also why we see that the first index 

added (FTSE 100) has a yearly standard deviation of around 15% percent compared to the 

first stock used by Statman (1987) which has a yearly standard deviation of almost 50%.  

So when we conclude that 15 indices and a yearly standard deviation of 10%, is enough to 

make a well diversified portfolio, the standard deviation we have accepted is much lower 

compared to that accepted by Statman (1987). When Statman (1987) found that 30 stocks 

were enough, he accepted a standard deviation of a little more than 20%. Of course the two 

numbers are not directly comparable since we are using both stocks and bonds, but we will 

still argue that after having added 15 assets we have a well diversified portfolio.    

 

10. Diversification Potential 

In the following section, we will analyse the diversification potential between the private eq-

uity trusts and the respective bond and stock indices. One of the main arguments for holding 

multiple asset classes in an investment portfolio is to achieve diversification benefits. As we 

will see in this section it can be beneficial to hold different asset classes with dissimilar char-

acteristics. This is an important point to stress as it influences private equity’s capability to 

improve portfolio performance. 
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10.1 The Correlation Coefficient 

The correlation coefficient measures the relatedness of two time series of data. More specifi-

cally, it is a measure of the direction and extend to which there exists a linear association be-

tween two variables (DeFusco et al, 2007).   

The correlation ρxy  between the return of two assets x and y is given by the covariance be-

tween the two assets divided by the product of the standard deviations: 

 

yx

xy

xy σσ

σ
ρ =

       (10.1) 

The correlation coefficient between the two assets can range between +1 and -1. 

 

−1 ≤ ρxy ≤ 1
       (10.2) 

If the returns of asset x and y are perfectly independent, meaning that the covariance between 

them is zero, then the correlation between the two assets is also zero. On the other hand, if the 

returns of the two assets are perfectly correlated, then the correlation coefficient is equal to 1. 

In this case there exist a linear relationship between the two assets, which implies that if we 

are given a value of the return on asset x, we then know for sure what the corresponding value 

of the return on asset y will be. The same is true for a correlation coefficient equal to -1 

(Copeland et al, 2005). 

 

10.2 Correlation of private equity 

The argument for adding private equity to a portfolio of stocks and bonds, should be an im-

proved risk-return trade-off, assuming that the correlation between stocks/bonds and private 

equity is low (Meyer & Mathonet, 2005). However, as we saw in the literature review,  this 

argument might pose problems in terms of comparison of asset classes. Despite that it might 

be generally accepted that the correlation between public and private equity is in fact rela-

tively low, the above argument may be based on false assumptions and can be associated with 

comparison of apples and oranges. This is because the argument compares market prices of 

stocks and bonds to subjective data based on imperfect guiding principles of private equity 

valuations. Thus, conservative valuations as well as infrequent revaluations may lead to an 

artificial reduction of both correlation and volatility compared to public equity. After all, pri-
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vate equity companies operate in the same economic environments, facing many of the same 

trading conditions and regulations as publicly companies (Meyer & Mathonet, 2005). Thus, 

the seemingly low correlation between regular private equity and stocks/bonds may be attrib-

utable to the illiquidity of private equity, falsely indicating low correlation. However, by fo-

cusing on listed private equity and referring to our assumptions made on this asset class in 

section 7.6 we seem to be able to overcome these problems, when analysing the correlation 

between stocks/bonds and listed private equity.  

In the section below we provide an analysis of the correlation between our private equity 

proxy and stock and bonds, respectively. 

 

10.3  Correlation Results   

In Table 10.1 and Table 10.2 we have outlined the correlation coefficients between our sam-

ple private equity and bond-indices and private equity and stock-indices, respectively.  

 
Table 10.1: Correlation Between Listed Private Equity and Stocks 

 

 Source: See appendix 1 

 
Table 10.2: Correlation Between Listed Private Equity and Bonds 

 

 Source: See appendix 1 
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As we can see, the correlation between private equity and bond-indices and between private 

equity and stock-indices differ greatly. On one hand there seems to be a very low slightly 

negative correlation between private equity and bond-indices. However, as predicted above, 

there seems to be some positive correlation between private equity and the stock-indices.  

However, interpreting the computed correlation coefficients and determining whether there 

exists a relationship between the returns can be somehow subjective and therefore we have 

used significance tests, to see if the correlations are significantly different from zero. We have 

proposed two hypotheses, namely the null hypothesis, 0H , that the correlation is zero ( )0=ρ

, and the alternative hypothesis, aH , that the correlation is different from zero  ( )0≠ρ .  

We can then determine whether the null hypothesis should be rejected on the basis of the 

sample correlation measures, ρ . The formula for the t-test is given by: 

 

21

2n
 t

ρ

ρ

−

−
=        (10.3) 

This test statistic has a t-distribution with n-2 degrees of freedom when the null hypothesis 

holds true (DeFusco et al, 2007). 

 

Below in Table 10.3 and Table 10.4 we can see the results of the significant tests. At n = 240   

the critical values ct  of a two-tailed test with n-2 = 240-2 = 238 degrees of freedom, at the 

0.05 level is 1.9773. 

 

Table 10.3: Correlation Significance Tests PE/Stocks 

 

Source: See appendix 1 
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In the case of correlation between private equity and bond-indices 25 out of 35 tests show that 

we cannot reject the null hypothesis at the 0.05 level.  

 

Table 10.4: Correlation Significance Tests PE/Bonds 

 

Source: See appendix 1 

 

Quite the opposite is true for the correlation between private equity and stock-indices. Here 

all the tests show that we can reject the null hypothesis at the 0.05 level. 

 

10.4  Conclusion on Diversification Possibilities 

The above analysis indicates that there is no or only very little correlation between private 

equity and bond-indices. Furthermore, as we expected, there is a clear correlation between 

private equity and stock indices, despite that they are not strongly correlated. The average 

correlation between private equity and stock indices is 0.35, which indicates a low to medium 

level of correlation according to Cohen (1988). Cohen divided correlation into the following 

three sub-categories, as a rule of thumb: 

 

Figure 10.1: Correlation Classification 

 

 Source: Cohen (1988) 
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Thus, we can conclude that there exists a potential for private equity to improve portfolio per-

formance through diversification benefits. The remaining question is then, whether our cho-

sen asset allocation models are capable of utilising this potential, and thereby improve portfo-

lio performance. 

 

11. Applied Asset Allocation Strategies  

In this section we analyse and argue for the choice of different asset-allocation strategies, 

which we apply, in order to test whether private equity can improve portfolio performance. To 

get an overview of the models, we have listed them below in Figure 11.1. We will at first ana-

lyse each of the below strategies and explain how we have applied them. Focus will then be 

turned towards restrictions, where we will analyse what the consequences of short-sales and 

other norm constraints are on our findings.   

  

Figure 11.1: Asset Allocation Strategies 

 

Source: Own contribution 

 

We start by considering the simple asset allocation models, 1/N. We then move on to the  op-

timal asset allocation model, Markowitz’s Mean-Variance model, followed by the minimum 

variance-model and end with the more sophisticated model, the Bayes-Stein approach, which 

uses a more advanced approach to overcome estimation error.  

 

11.1 Naïve strategies 

The most simple allocation models considered in this thesis are the naive strategies. These 

models are considered simple, as they do not take into account estimation of any inputs. De-

spite the lack of asset specific characteristics used in these models, they may still serve as 

good benchmarks to which optimised strategies may be compared. Although, this comparison 

may seem obscure, as one would expect the optimisation strategies to outperform the simple 

strategies, this is not always so. In fact, it is the potential errors in estimating expected returns, 

volatilities, and correlation of assets, which may negatively influence the optimised portfolio 
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strategies. Therefore, simple asset allocation models may result in more desirable out-of-

sample portfolios (DeMiguel et al, 2009).  

 

Inspired by the by DeMiguel, et al (2009) we have chosen to include the 1/N model as the 

most simple asset allocation model considered in this thesis. There are two main reasons for 

applying the 1/N strategy. First, it is easy to implement, as it neither rely on estimation of the 

parameters of asset returns or on optimisation. Second, in spite of the more advanced theoreti-

cal models that have been developed over the last 50 years, and the progress in the methods 

for estimating the parameters of these models, many investors still continue to use such sim-

ple asset allocation models to allocate their wealth (DeMiguel et al, 2009). 

 

We start by providing a definition of the model and then we briefly explain how to interpret it 

depending on whether one uses the model with or without continuously rebalancing. 

 

11.1.1 Buy-and-hold 

The first Naïve strategy is the passive buy-and-hold approach, in which the investor places 

1/N of his or her initial wealth into each of the available asset classes. This is done at the be-

ginning of the investment horizon and the initial position is held for the rest of the investment 

period: 








==

1/N

1/N
0  M

naive

tω
      (11.1) 

where ω  is the vector of portfolio weights.  

As asset prices develop over time from the initial level, the portfolio weights starts to change. 

Consequently, higher weights will be assigned to assets that have done well in the recent past. 

Since the Naïve models ignores estimation of parameters the buy-and-hold model will only be 

applied for the out-of-sample period (see Figure 4.3). This means that 1/N will be invested in 

each asset for each of the three portfolios (Initial, Mixed and PE Portfolio), on 01-02-1994 

and will remain unmanaged till 01-01-2009. This is the same 180 periods which will be the 

out-of-sample periods for the models involving estimation of parameters.  
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11.1.2 Rebalance 

In the second approach, the portfolio is rebalanced at each period. Thus, the investor reallo-

cates wealth away from past winners and on to past losers. The investors’ start of period port-

folio will thus always have 1/N of total wealth allocated to each asset: 

 









= M

1/N

/1

   
N

rebalnaive

tω ,  for t = (0,1,…,180)  (11.2) 

It should be noted that the 1/N strategy is a balanced strategy, which excludes short sales and 

zero investments in assets. 

 

The investment period will be the same for the rebalanced model as it was for the buy-and-

hold model; 180 periods from 1994 till 2009. The main difference between the two Naïve 

models is that the weights will be rebalanced after each period. This means that the return 

vector for each month will be multiplied by the vector of portfolio weights (1/N), thereby 

generating a portfolio return for each period for a total of 180 periods.  

 

R
T

Monthly ω=r
       (11.3) 

where R is the return vector containing monthly returns.  

 

11.2  Mean-Variance Strategy 

The next model considered is the mean-variance strategy. The paper “Portfolio Selection” 

published by Markowitz (1952) in the Journal of Finance is considered to be the ground stone 

of modern portfolio theory. Markowitz pioneered the portfolio theory by introducing the so-

called mean-variance analysis, where investors are considered rational by striving to optimise 

the trade-off between expected return (mean) and variance (risk) of portfolio return. An effi-

cient mean-variance portfolio maximises the expected return given a certain level of variance, 

or minimises the portfolio variance given a certain level of expected return.  
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11.2.1 Notation 

For the ease of understanding and to secure consistence throughout this thesis we start this 

section by providing some notation. There are N risky assets, each of which has expected re-

turn )( irE . The vector R denotes the column vector of expected returns of the assets consid-

ered. 
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and ΣΣΣΣ denotes the N x N  variance-covariance matrix: 
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and ω , a column vector of asset weights, which sum to one: 
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(11.6) 

where each iω  denotes the proportion of the portfolio invested in asset i. 

Expected portfolio return )( prE of a portfolio is given by: 
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and the variance of a portfolio given by: 
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where 2

iσ is the variance of asset i and 
ijσ denotes the covariance between asset i and j. 

 

11.2.2 The Tangent Portfolio  

We will start this part with a theory review to substantiate our chosen approach. We will at 

first consider the efficient frontier without the presence of a risk free asset. The efficient fron-

tier can then be seen as the curved line in Figure 11.2.  

 

Figure 11.2: The Efficient Frontier 

 

 Source: Copeland et al, 2005 

 

The portfolios along the efficient frontier provide for a given expected return, a minimum 

level of variance, or vice versa. To derive the efficient frontier, we know that the investor will 

minimise the variance subject to the constraints that portfolio weights should sum to one and 

the expected return should equal some level of return r: 
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Min ωω ∑T

      (11.9) 

S.t. 
T

ω 1 = 1      (11.10) 

  r=RT
ω       (11.11) 

 

where 1 is a vector of ones. It is not possible to obtain a portfolio allocated above the efficient 

frontier, and portfolios below are attainable but considered sub-optimal. Rational investors 

will therefore only hold portfolios allocated on the efficient frontier. 

 

In the presence of a risk free asset, the efficient frontier becomes the entire length of the ray 

extending through rf and the Market Portfolio (Capital Market Line) (Elton et al, 2007). Dif-

ferent points along the Capital Market Line can be reached by holding the Market Portfolio 

and lending or borrowing in the risk free asset. Whether an investor wants to borrow or lend 

in the risk free asset depends on the given level of risk aversion (Copeland et al, 2005).  

  

Our approach will be to find the portfolio weights which maximises the slope of the Capital 

Market line. This portfolio is located at the point of tangency between the efficient frontier 

(without a risk free asset) and the capital market line: therefore the tangent portfolio. The 

Tangent portfolio maximises the ratio of excess return (r- rf) to standard deviation (Elton et al, 

2007).  

When considering this portfolio to be optimum, we do not take risk aversion in to considera-

tion. By this we mean that we are only interested in the tangent portfolio and not whether the 

investor wishes to leverage or unleveraged his or her investment by borrowing or lending in 

the risk free asset. The reason for this is that we will take risk aversion into consideration 

when we apply constraints and evaluate performance, later in this thesis.  

 

To find the tangent portfolio, we will then maximise the slope of the Capital Market Line sub-

ject to the constraint that asset weights should sum to one: 
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The optimal portfolio weights *
ω  can be found by solving the above mean-variance optimisa-

tion problem. Consider a vector R of expected excess return and a N x N variance-covariance 

matrix ∑ . The vector of relative portfolio weights invested in the N risky assets at time t is 

then:  
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11.2.3 Implementation of the Mean-Variance Model 

When we implement the mean-variance model we will assume the UK 3 month Treasury Bill 

to be the risk free asset10. The reason why we can assume this asset to be risk free is, when 

investing in this asset, the investor will know the interest rate of the Treasure Bill at the time 

of investing. There will therefore not be a risk with respect to return, except for a default of 

the Bank of England, which is very unlikely.  

 

To be able to determine the optimal weights, we will at first estimate the parameters. The pa-

rameters is the variance-covariance matrix and expected returns. Both parameters will be es-

timated on 60 months of data, and the optimal in-sample weights will then be determined. 

The optimal in-sample weights will be found by implementing the following in Excel 

 

Zweights  =  R 
-1

t∑
      (11.15) 

 

which is multiplying the inverse variance-covariance matrix with the column vector of excess 

                                                 
10 This rate was chosen based on availability of data and should not compose a considerable difference from the 
one month rate. 
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returns, by using the MMULT function in Excel. Portfolio weights ω  can then be calculated 

by scaling the Zweights so they sum to one11.   

After having determined the optimal in-sample portfolio weights, the vector of in-sample 

weights is multiplied with the out-of-sample asset returns to obtain the portfolio out-of-

sample return. The estimation window will then move one month forward, until a return vec-

tor of 180 observations has been generated.   

 

11.3 Minimum Variance 

The next asset allocation model considered in this thesis is the minimum variance strategy, 

which has been considered by a number of authors Jorion: (1985, 1986), Jagannathan & Ma, 

(2003), and Chan et al (1999). The minimum variance portfolio is obtained by allocating risky 

assets at any time t in order to minimise overall portfolio variance, subject to the constraint 

that weights should sum to 1: 

  

Min
  

∑ t t
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t ωω
      (11.16)
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      (11.17)

 

Implementing the variance minimisation problem leads to the following portfolio weights: 

 

∑
∑

−1T

-1

t = 

t

MIN

t
11

1

ω       (11.18) 

Where 1 denotes a vector of ones and ∑  denotes the sample covariance matrix. See the 

graphical presentation below:  

 

                                                 
11 The mean-variance models have been implemented in Excel with the use of Visual Basic coding (VBA). The 

Visual Basic code can be seen in appendix 9.  
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Figure 11.3 Graphical presentation of the minimum variance portfolio 

 

    Source: Copeland et al, 2005 

 

The minimum variance portfolio is, as it can be seen on Figure 11.3 above, the portfolio on 

the efficient frontier with the lowest possible standard deviation. This strategy cannot be con-

sidered an optimising strategy, as it do not take into account the fact that different asset 

classes most likely will have different expected returns. However, ignoring expected returns 

and focusing on minimising portfolio risk, is also what makes this model interesting to con-

sider, as the issues related to the estimation errors with respect to returns are left out. 

 

11.3.1 Implementation of the Minimum Variance Model 

When we apply the minimum variance strategy, we will for each of the 180 periods identify 

the asset weights which will result in the lowest standard deviation in-sample for the 60 

months estimation window. The asset weights which results in the lowest standard deviation 

will be found using the closed-form solutions from equitation’s 11.16 and 11.17.  

The only parameter, which is estimated for the minimum-variance portfolio, is the variance-

covariance matrix. To determine the minimum variance portfolio we implement the following 

in Excel: 

 

Zweights  =  1 -1

t∑
      (11.19)

 

which is multiplying the inverse of the variance-covariance matrix with a vector of ones. The 

Zweights can then be scaled in the same way we described for the tangent portfolio. After hav-
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ing applied the minimum variance strategy for 180 periods, the result will be a return vector 

of 180 out-of-sample returns12.  

 

11.4  Bayes-Stein 

The last strategy applied is the Bayes-Stein model. Many researchers have underlined the 

point that the mean-variance model, which uses the sample mean vector and the sample co-

variance matrix, leads to poor out-of-sample performance. This is due to the estimation error 

in the sample mean and covariance, where errors in sample mean has the largest impact 

(Jorion, 1986). To try to minimise these estimation errors, we will apply the Bayes-Stein 

strategy as the final strategy. 

 

Jorion (1985, 1986) recognises that the variance and covariance are unknown. However, as 

these are more stable over time and more precisely estimated than returns, they are assumed 

to be free of estimation errors. Hence, the only portfolio which can be estimated without er-

rors is the minimum-variance portfolio. Jorion therefore proposes that instead of using sample 

mean as an estimator of expected return, an estimator can be found by shrinking sample 

means towards the return of the minimum variance portfolio and thereby lower estimation 

risk (Jorion 1986).  

 

The approach suggested by Jorion (1985, 1986) involves estimating a new return vector and 

covariance matrix. Optimal portfolio weights are then derived using those parameters, instead 

of the historic sample mean and covariance matrix. The Bayes-Stein estimates of the expected 

return vector and covariance matrix are given by:   

 

 ( ) R1 *)1(* ψψ −+= MVPBS rrE     (11.20) 
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where ψ  is the shrinkage factor and given by: 

                                                 
12 The Minimum Variance models have been implemented in Excel with the use of Visual Basic coding (VBA). 

The Visual Basic code can be seen in appendix 9.  
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where T denotes the number of observations of which the vector of estimated means R has 

been calculated from, N is the number of asset, and MVPr  is the mean of the minimum vari-

ance portfolio. The computed expected return vector and the covariance matrix are then used 

as input parameters for the traditional mean-variance framework as described in section 11.2. 

 

11.4.1 Implementation of the Bayes-Stein Model 

The Bayes-Stein strategy has been implemented in Excel with the use of Visual Basic coding 

(VBA), like the previous strategies. The first steps are to estimate the historic parameters; re-

turns and covariance matrix. Then the mean return of the minimum variance portfolio, with-

out constraints is determined.  

With the above parameters, we can determine the Bayes-Stein return and covariance matrix. 

We can then find the portfolio weights, which maximise the slope of the capital market line: 
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These optimal in-sample Bayes-Stein weights are then multiplied with the out-of-sample re-

turn vector: 

BS

t

Monthly RR ω=
      (11.26)

 

 which then provides us with an out-of-sample portfolio return. The above procedure is then 

repeated on monthly basis for 15 years of data, until a return vector of 180 returns has been 

generated.  
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11.5  Norm Constraints 

After having defined each of the strategies, we will now turn to an investigation of constrain-

ing asset weights. In the following section we will investigate three kinds of norm constraints; 

restrictions on short-sales, constraints on asset classes, and finally constraints on individual 

assets. The aim of imposing these restrictions is twofold. First, restrictions will supply us with 

more realistic asset weights, since extreme positions are no longer attainable. Second, we will 

use norm constraints to adapt the risk profile of our portfolios.   

 

When imposing constraints, the closed-form solutions in sections 11.2, 11.3, and 11.4 can no 

longer be applied. The optimal and minimum variance weights are then solved numerically by 

the use of Visual Basic coding (VBA) and the Excel built-in function Solver. The code can be 

seen in appendix 9. 

 

11.5.1 Short-Sales Constraint 

Portfolios constructed using sample moments often lead to very extreme long or short posi-

tions. Since this can be difficult to implement in practice, most investors chooses to impose 

non-negativity constraints, when constructing mean-variance efficient portfolios (Jagannathan 

& Ma, 2003). In fact, many institutional investors, and small investors in particular, are pro-

hibited from making any short sales (D’Avolio, 2002) (Elton et al, 2007).  

 

We have chosen to impose short-sales constrains in two ways. The first is the non-negative 

constraint, where asset weights are not allowed to be negative. The second is limiting short-

sales, where investors can only take positions short to a predefined level. We will be working 

with a constraint of -0,2 (-20%). In practice this limit could be any number below zero and 

solely depends on the regulations an investor are subject to or chooses. Our argument for add-

ing this constraint is to add realism and furthermore to have variety of strategies to test our 

hypothesis on.       

 

We find the optimal portfolio weights, when short sales are constrained, by solving the prob-

lem similar to the maximisation problem in the mean-variance and Bayes-Stein strategies, but 

by adding short-sales constraints: 

That is we maximise the Sharpe ratio: 
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such that the weights sums to 1 
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while imposing short sales constraints: 

N1,...,  i 0,  =≥iω
      (11.29) 

or 

 N1,...,  i 0,2,-  =≥iω
      (11.30)

 

The minimum variance portfolio can also be constructed using short-sale constraints, where 

one solves expression 11.16 and 11.17, while imposing the same constraints as above. 

 

11.5.2 Norm Constraints on asset classes 

Constraining asset weights is a way to customise the risk profile of a portfolio. Without con-

sidering short-sales, weight constrains is limiting the amount one invests in a special asset or 

asset class. An investor will perhaps, due to his or her risk profile, not invest more than 30 

percent of the total portfolio in equity - or even more specific, only invest 20 percent in a sin-

gle stock or bond.  

 

When we constrain asset weights, we take the different levels of risk aversion into considera-

tion. As we described earlier, we are analysing three investor groups with risk coefficients of 

1, 3 and 5. Our methodology will be to consider three investor types, with low, medium and 

high risk aversion and constrain their assets so that it will fit their profile. This can be done by 

limiting the amount of risky assets. An investor with γ = 1 would prefer more risky portfolios, 

since low returns does not yield as low utility as low returns does for an investor with γ = 5.  

 

When applying risk constraints, we will be constraining asset classes, so a low risk investor 

will invest the majority in assets with low risk, while the high risk investor will invest a 

higher amount in assets with higher risk.  
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11.5.2.1 Risk Groups 

When deciding in which way to place ones investments, standard deviation is a very useful 

tool. By determining a specific asset or asset class’ standard deviation, one will know how 

risky an asset is. It is then possible to divide assets in to different “risk groups”, sorted by low, 

medium, or high risk.  

The same classification can be done with the investor, to figure out if his or her risk profile is 

low, medium, or high. When this is determined it is possible to advice an investor to place the 

right amounts in different asset classes, according to their risk profile. If an investor wants to 

invest with low risk, the right choice could be to place most of the portfolio in bonds – assum-

ing that bonds were the asset class with the lowest standard deviation. On the other hand if the 

investor wanted to invest with high risk placing the greater part of the portfolio in shares 

would be the right choice. This method is used by most banks13, when establishing how to 

advice investors on the basis of their risk profiles. We have looked at the risk profile sugges-

tions made by 3 Danish and 1 Swedish bank, and compared them in Table 11.1. These num-

bers are not directly comparable, since the different investment profiles may not have the 

same time horizon, but they still give a rough idea of weight constraints in practice.  

 

Table 11.1: Risk profiles defined by 4 Scandinavian Banks 

 

   Source: See footnote 14 

 

                                                 
13 http://www.jyskebank.dk/investering/privat/forduinvesterer/strategi/145426.asp 

http://www.nordeainvest.dk/Nyheder+og+artikler/Download/Guide+til+investering/ 

http://www.nykredit.dk/informationsSide.do?iwID=/privat/informationsside/investering/pensionsinve

st_afdelinger.xml   

http://www.seb.dk/pow/wcp/seb_invest_dk.asp?website=TAB3&lang=dk 
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As it can be seen from Table 11.1, the investor with a low risk profile is advised to have the 

majority of the portfolio in bonds, which intuitively should have the lowest standard devia-

tion. When the risk profile turns to medium and high, the amount of the total portfolio in-

vested in shares increases and thereby the standard deviation of the portfolio is increased.   

 

In the following sections we will replicate this approach and constrain weights with respect to 

asset classes. At first we will impose constrains on the Initial Portfolio and afterwards the 

Mixed Portfolio. The constraints will be dependent on the risk profile as in Table 11.1, so we 

will have a low, medium, and high risk profile, which is in line with the three investor types 

in scope (γ = 1, 3 & 5).  

 

11.5.2.2  Methodology for Constructing Constraints on Asset Classes 

The model we will be testing the weight constrains on is the mean-variance and the Bayes-

Stein strategies. We will therefore maximise the expected return per total risk unit, but take 

into consideration that the investor can only invest a certain portion in each asset class. When 

an investor can only invest a certain portion in each asset class, we are not taking the exact 

same approach as the above mentioned banks. The banks are placing a certain amount in each 

asset class with respect to the investors risk profile, for example 60/40 in bonds and stocks. 

We are not investing exact weights in the different asset classes, but instead we are imposing 

a limit on the more risky assets (for example stocks).  

By imposing an upper limit on the risky assets we are still taking the investors risk aversion in 

to consideration, and at the same time maximising the expected return per total risk unit, by 

changing the weights within the restrictions. By this we mean that even if we have set a limit 

on shares of 40%, the weights of shares may only summarise to 20% because this is more op-

timal. 

By doing so we are again assuming that all investors have some degree of risk aversion. This 

is due to the fact that all three investor types we are working with, will have some restriction 

on how much they can invest in the riskier assets (the assets with the highest standard devia-

tions). To see the weights of portfolios where risk aversion is not taken into consideration, the 

models without restrictions and the models with short-sales restrictions can be used.     

 

Finally the question regarding short-sales constraints arises. Since selling short is in general 

considered to be risky, due to the fact that an investor sells something that they do not own, 
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we will assume that investors in the low risk group will not be able to sell short. The same 

assumption may hold for the medium risk investors, but for us to able to compare results 

among the three groups, we will assume that selling short is not possible for the risk adjusted 

portfolios.   

 

11.5.2.3  Weight Constraints on the Initial Portfolio 

The Initial Portfolio is consisting of 8 stock indices and 7 bond indices. To be able to divide 

the different assets into “risk groups” we have looked at their monthly standard deviations for 

the period 01-02-1989 to 01-01-2009. This is a period of 240 months (20 years) and is the 

same period we have used for the other models. These standard deviations will tell us how 

risky the assets are and thereby allow us to determine the maximum weights they should have 

in the three different portfolios (low, medium, and high).  

 

Figure 11.4 Monthly Standard Deviation of the Assets in the Initial Portfolio 

 

Source: See appendix 1 

 

Not surprisingly, Figure 11.4 shows that the 7 bond indices have the lowest standard devia-

tions compared to the stock indices. So when following the approach described above, the 

investor with the low risk profile should invest the majority of his or her portfolio in the bond 

indices and a smaller fraction in the stock indices. 

 

To determine the limits for investments in stocks we have taken the average for the four banks 

described above. This may seem as intuitive numbers, but since risk aversion is different from 

each individual, it is not possible to come up with a correct generalisation and we therefore 
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take this as an acceptable proxy. From our point of view, the most important thing is to take 

standard deviation into consideration when defining the constraints, which have been done.  

 

Figure 11.5: Restrictions on Stocks in the Initial Portfolio  

 

Source: Own contribution and the Scandinavian Banks (see footnote 14) 

 

To see that these constraints actually work in practise, we refer to appendix 7. Here we con-

firm that the Low risk profile has the lowest standard deviation, and that the Medium and 

High risk profiles have the second highest and highest standard deviations, respectively.  

 

11.5.2.4  Weight Constraints on the Mixed Portfolio 

When adding private equity to a portfolio, a third asset class is added with a risk profile sup-

posedly different from bonds and equity. So for us to be able to reflect an investor’s risk aver-

sion in the standard deviation of a portfolio, we need to compare the standard deviations of 

private equity with the risk figures of bonds and stocks. 

 

Figure 11.6: Monthly Standard Deviation for all Assets 

 

Source: See appendix 1 
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When we compare standard deviations of private equity with those of equity and bonds, we 

see that private equity has the highest standard deviation on average. So when considering an 

investors risk profile, the fraction invested in private equity should be smaller for the low risk 

investor compared to the investor with less risk aversion.  

 

11.5.2.5  Limits on Riskier Assets 

The approach we will be taking on restrictions on private equity is similar to the approach 

used for the Initial Portfolio. We will again consider bonds to be the least risky investment 

and therefore invest the majority of the portfolio in bonds for the investor with the low risk 

profile. For the high risk profile we would make it possible to invest the majority in the riskier 

assets.  

 

To determine the limits on private equity we will again take risk aversion into consideration 

and assume that all investors are risk averse to some degree. By doing so, we also assume that 

all investors wants to hold a fraction of the less risky asset (bonds). If we further more as-

sumes the same risk aversion as earlier, the investor will hold at least the same fraction of 

bonds as in the Initial Portfolio. This means that we can impose the same limits on riskier as-

sets as we did on the Initial Portfolio. By this we mean that the investor will at least invest 

78%, 59% or 36% in bonds and the rest or less in the more risky assets. The only difference is 

that the riskier assets now consist of private equity and shares instead of only shares. One 

could argue that private equity is more risky than shares and adding it to a portfolio would 

make the portfolio more risky. This problem is to some extend solved by our next restriction.     

 

Figure 11.7: Restrictions on Stocks and Private Equity 

 

Source: Own contribution and the Scandinavian Banks (see footnote 14) 
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11.5.2.6 Limits on Private Equity 

Besides the general restrictions on riskier assets, a specific constraint will also be added on 

private equity. This constraint ensures that private equity cannot compose more than 20% of 

the total portfolio for the low risk investor, 35% for the medium investor, and 50 % for the 

high risk investor. See Figure 11.8: 

 

Figure 11.8: Limits on Private Equity 

 

Source: Own contribution 

We face the same problem regarding the validity of the restrictions as we did with restrictions 

on equity earlier. It is rather difficult to come up with the right numbers (limits) – if not im-

possible. Each investor will in general have a unique risk profile and more specifically have a 

unique risk aversion towards private equity. So the numbers in Figure 11.8 are our best guess 

and would in practice solely be dependent on the specific investor. The argument for adding 

this restriction is due to the fact that private equity returns varies more than both bond and 

share returns. Because of this, the probability of facing losses on ones investment is higher for 

private equity than for the other two asset classes. 

 

That the low risk investor can invest as much as 20% of the total portfolio in private equity 

may seem as a high limit. There are two reasons why we set this limit rather high, where the 

first is due to the investor in scope. To be able to test if private equity can improve portfolio 

performance, we must assume that the investor type is actually interested in adding private 

equity to a portfolio. For a random investor, who are not interested in private equity, it would 

seem high but for an investor interested in private equity it may be reasonable to invest this 

much if it was optimal. Furthermore it is important to remember that this is a limit and not a 

fixed amount, which means that the fraction invested in private equity, may be lower, but 

cannot be higher than 20%.  

The second reason can be linked to the three levels of risk aversion we have chosen. The most 

risk averse investor we will be working with has a risk coefficient of γ = 5. The risk coeffi-

cient does not have a higher bound and could in theory therefore be 100 or 1000. This means 
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that we have not chosen the most risk averse profile possible and we can therefore argue that 

investing 20% in private equity could be an option for this profile. Finally it is worth noting 

that the 20% limit is for an asset class and not for a single asset, which means that the risk of 

private equity is diversified over several assets, dependent on the asset weights generated by 

our models.   

To see that these constraints actually work in practise, we refer to appendix 8. Here we con-

firm that the Low risk profile has the lowest standard deviation, and that the Medium and 

High risk profiles have the second highest and highest standard deviations, respectively.  

 

11.5.3 Norm Constraints on Individual Assets 

In the above section, we investigated how constraining asset classes will affect the standard 

deviation of a portfolio. We will now turn to constraining single asset. Since this constraint is 

fairly simple and not connected to risk aversion, we will not investigate this as thoroughly as 

constraints on asset classes.    

 

To add further realism to our analysis, we have decided also to include an additional restric-

tion to our chosen portfolio strategies. The inspiration to this restriction was obtained from the 

Danish law on allocation of pension funds known as “Puljebekendtgørelsen”14. This law 

specifies that the individual investor can only place up to 20 percent of the value of his or her 

total pension portfolio into a single asset. This is to secure that the investor obtains a mini-

mum level of diversification and thereby will be less exposed to fluctuations of individual 

securities. 

 

Since both the Initial and the Mixed Portfolios are already well diversified, with 15 and 21 

indices, respectively, the diversification effect from applying the pension restriction should 

not be significant. However, imposing a constraint on weights could affect the results nega-

tively in-sample. If the global optimum without constraints involved investing more than 20% 

in a single asset, then constraining this asset weight to 20% would result in an inferior result 

in-sample.  

Since we are investigating out-of-sample returns (not part of the estimation window), impos-

ing this constraint could actually create diversification benefits and thereby lowering portfolio 

                                                 
14 ”Bekendtgørelse om puljepension og andre skattebegunstigede opsparingsformer”  
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standard deviation. The reason for this is that the unrestricted in-sample optimum may be to 

invest in 2 out of 21 assets, which out-of-sample may perform poorer than the model ex-

pected. 

 

If we consider Table 11.2 below, the result from constraining the mean-variance model with a 

20% limit, is that the standard deviation is only lower for 2 out of 16 portfolios. This means 

that in the period from 1994 – 2009, which we have investigated out-of-sample, imposing this 

restriction has not been very beneficial.       

 

Table 11.2: Results of Pension Constraints on Mean-Variance Models 

 

   Source: See appendix 1 

 

When considering the out-of-sample returns, the result is the same, since only 2 out of 16 

portfolios has a higher return, as marked in bold. It is, however, important to note that the rea-

son for adding this constraint is not only to make the individual portfolios perform better, but 

also to add realism to our analysis. Another important reason for imposing this constraint is to 

raise the amount of portfolios investigated. The more portfolios we investigate and the more 

realistic they are the more validity will be added to our conclusions. 

We have chosen not to impose the pension constraint on the strategies without restrictions and 

the short-sales strategies with a limit of -0,2. We will assume that pension investors are sub-

ject to short-sales restrictions and therefore it will not be relevant to perform this analysis. 

 

11.6 Asset Allocation Models Applied 

Below we have presented an overview of the models discussed above, which we will apply in 

order to test our hypothesis. We have denoted the pension restricted models with (P).  
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Figure 11.9: Asset Allocation Strategies Applied 

 

Source: Own contribution 

 

When we test the above strategies on the three portfolios (IP, MP and PE) we end up with 66 

out-of-sample return vectors; 26 for IP, 26 for MP and 14 for PE (see Figure 11.10). It will be 

not meaningful to impose asset class restrictions on the PE portfolio, since this portfolio only 

consist of one asset class, private equity. As a result of this, the 6 mean-variance and 6 Bayes-

Stein strategies with low, medium and high risk will not be tested on the PE portfolio.  

 

Figure 11.10: Strategies Applied on the Three Portfolios  

 

  Source: Own contribution 

The 66 out-of-sample return vectors will be analysed in the following section where we will 

investigate performance.    
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12. Performance  

In this section we will evaluate the performance of the out-of-sample returns we have gener-

ated with the applied asset allocation models. Before applying the selected performance 

measures we will define and analyse each measure. 

 

The reason why we are not solely comparing the returns of the Initial Portfolio to the Mixed 

Portfolio and the Private Equity Portfolio is due to the lack of risk adjustment and utility. Fo-

cusing solely on returns we would not consider whether the risk obtained by adding private 

equity was higher or lower, but thereby only conclude on whether the returns obtained were 

better or worse. Comparing returns only could therefore lead us to a situation where we con-

cluded that adding private equity could be recommended, even though the differences in the 

two portfolios standard deviations were considerably higher.  

 

Since each performance measure compares or evaluates the return gained to a different risk or 

utility, we have used three measures. This approach is necessary for us to be able to give a 

valid conclusion on whether private equity can improve portfolio performance. The measures, 

which we will analyse and apply, are the following: 

 

- The Sharpe Ratio 

- Differential Return (M-Squared) 

- Certainty-Equivalent Return 

 

The first two measures evaluate returns compared to total risk. By total risk we mean both 

systematic and unsystematic risk (market and asset specific risk). It could have been more 

conclusive to be able to analyse the market specific risk of each return vector and perform a 

ranking on behalf of that. But since our aim is to investigate whether private equity can im-

prove portfolio performance, we need to compare portfolios with and without private equity. 

Because of this, we compare different portfolios from different markets. When investigating 

the Initial Portfolio we should then calculate the correlation of the portfolios return with that 

of the bond and stock markets (the Beta coefficient). When investigating the Mixed Portfolio 

the beta coefficient calculated here will tell us how that portfolio is correlated with the bond, 

stock and private equity markets. Due to this, the different market risk measures we would 

generate, would not be directly comparable and therefore we could not conclude anything on 
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the basis of these. When we instead apply measures with total risk we can compare the differ-

ent portfolios and vectors directly. 

 

The third performance measure, which we will apply, is the Certainty Equivalent Return. This 

measure evaluates which return would make an investor indifferent between getting a fixed 

return for sure or investing in an asset with volatile returns. This measure will also make it 

possible to compare portfolios across different markets.  

 

12.1 Methodology for Performance 

For us to determine whether private equity can improve portfolio performance, we need to 

compare the performance of the Initial Portfolio to that of the Mixed Portfolio (see Table 12.1 

below).  If the Mixed Portfolio is performing better, we are able to conclude that adding pri-

vate equity to a portfolio has increased performance with respect to return and risk.  

To triangulate the problem we have chosen to add a portfolio consisting only of private eq-

uity. By doing so we can analyse private equity and perhaps explain why it has been recom-

mendable or not, to add this asset class. If private equity has performed better or worse than 

the other asset classes, this could help us understand the results we have generated for the 

Mixed Portfolio. 

 

Table 12.1: Portfolios Tested 

 

Source: Own contribution 
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12.1.1 Performance Without the Current Financial Crisis 

When observing the weights and out-of-sample returns generated by the above models, we get 

some out-of-sample results, which are not optimal, as opposed to the in-sample results. As it 

could be seen from Figure 4.3, we use an estimation window of 5 years. This window will 

then move forward one month at a time until there has been generated 180 returns. The reason 

why we have chosen a window of this length was a result of two things: 

 

- To avoid noise 

- To overcome illiquidity 

 

The optimal weights should reflect, among other things, that the correlations between assets 

in a portfolio are utilised the best way possible. The longer a period of time used on estimat-

ing correlations, the closer we will get to the “true” correlations. If the window is shortened, 

the larger is the possibility that noise would interfere and increase estimation errors15. The 

second reason why the estimation window is 5 years, is due to the fact that our input values 

are on a monthly basis. Our initial thought was to get input data on a daily basis, but since the 

prices on the listed private equity trusts in a couple of cases did not change on a daily basis, 

we chose monthly basis. By doing so we overcame the problem of illiquidity.       

 

The problem with long estimation windows and the reason why we have experienced out-of-

sample returns, which are not optimal, can be explained by a phenomenon opposite to “ghost-

events”. When experiencing “ghost-events”, one observes a sudden shift in estimated returns 

or variance due to an extreme observation in the beginning or end of a time window.  

The opposite is true for the estimation being done in the selected asset allocation models. We 

will use the private equity fund Electra and the Mean-Variance model without short-sales as 

an example (see Figure 12.1 below).   

 

                                                 
15 We define noise as unusual observations in data, which does not follow the main trends 
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Figure 12.1: Illustration of Estimation Issue 

 

Source: See Appendix 1 

 

In Figure 12.1 above we have only included a sample of the input returns, weights and out-of-

sample returns (see appendix 1 for the whole picture), but still this sample provides a good 

picture of the problems we are experiencing. As it can be seen from the return vector for Elec-

tra, the returns are beginning to be negative from 01-01-08 and are decreasing more for the 

following months. If we compare the returns with the weights allocated, we see that Electra is 

continuing to make up a large part of the portfolio. The result of this is, that the last out-of-

sample return is -37,14% ,which is due to a 100% allocation in Electra. 

 

The selected asset allocation models are working very well when it comes to return and risk 

characteristics like correlation and diversification. But when a crisis is beginning to evolve, 

the models needs quite a lot of periods of time, before allocations reflects that some assets has 

started to decrease, with respect to prices. The example above illustrates this point, since more 

and more weight is put on Electra, even though the most recent returns deteriorates. The rea-

son why we are observing this is due to the estimation window of 5 years. The 5 negative re-
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turns above does not matter much out of a total estimation period of 60 returns and therefore 

does the model not take the last 5 returns in to account. If the estimation window had been 

shorter, for example 5 months, the models could have grasped the negative returns imme-

diately.        

 

The problems with the out-of-sample returns observed above are not specific to our models, 

but a general problem for asset allocation models. It can be argued that this dilemma have 

negatively contributed to the current financial crisis, as no models can predict these events 

with certainty. 

To make our models react faster to a sudden decrease in asset prices, we could choose to 

shorten our estimation window or change our input values from monthly to daily. However, 

as we have argued above, this would have a negative effect on the returns generated in non 

crisis times. We must therefore accept that our model does not work optimal in times of crisis. 

For the use of comparison, our approach is therefore the following to overcome this problem: 

 

1. Determine when the current financial crisis started 

2. Leave out the returns from after the current financial crisis started (for compari-

son) 

3. Make performance measures on return vectors with and without the current crisis 

 

By following this approach, we will end up having twice as many out-of-sample return vec-

tors which is 132 in total, 66 vectors with the crisis included and 66 without it.  

In Figure 12.2 we have presented the MSCI World (shares globally), UK Listed Private Equi-

ty Index and JPM Global Government Bonds.   
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Figure 12.2: Total Return Indices for Stocks, Bonds and Listed Private Equity 

 

Source: See Appendix 1 

 

In Figure 12.2 above, the graph to the left shows the return development in the three indices 

with base date 01-02-1989, while the graph to the right has base date equal to 01-01-2003. 

The reason why we are presenting both is first of all to show that there has been previous pe-

riods with large decreases in returns. The second reason is our need to focus on the current 

crisis.   

The graph to the left shows returns for the entire period we have analysed, and it is very clear 

to see the “IT Bubble” and the following burst in the year 2000. So even if we leave the cur-

rent crisis out, we will still see some huge fluctuations in the returns of private equity due to 

the “IT Bubble”. One could of course argue that by leaving out the current crisis of the pic-

ture, the average returns of private equity would be relative high. This is due to the fact that 

private equity relative to shares, has experienced larger decreases in returns after the crisis, as 

it can be seen from the graph to the right. This will of course be evaluated when we conclude 

on whether private equity can improve portfolio performance.  

 

On the graph to the right we have marked a time period with a red rectangle. Within this pe-

riod of time private equity and shares are on their peak in the years 2003-2009 and bonds are 

on the second lowest (lowest is 01-05-2004). As we showed earlier, shares and private equity 

have a relatively low correlation, whereas private equity and bonds has slightly negative cor-
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relation. This fact can explain why bond returns are low while returns for private equity and 

shares are high. 

 

The vertical dotted line shows when private equity and share return indices peaks, which oc-

curred in May 2007. That the return indices peaks there and begins to decrease is also in ac-

cordance with the beginning of the credit crunch, which took place during the summer of 

2007. We will therefore (in accordance with the graph above) set the beginning of the current 

financial crisis to 01-05-2007. We will therefore exclude observations from 01-06-2007 until 

01-01-2009, which are 20 observations. We will not change the estimation window or the 

models, but simply leave the last 20 out-of-sample returns out of the 66 return vectors, as it 

can be seen in the below Figure 12.3: 

 

Figure 12.3: 5 years Estimation Window and 160 out-of-sample Observations 

 

Source: Own contribution 

 

We have presented the returns and standard deviations for the applied strategies below. These 

are the numbers, which will be used for calculating performance.  

It is worth noting the differences with respect to returns, which arises when the financial crisis 

is excluded. Considering the Initial Portfolio, only 6 out of 26 strategies obtains a higher re-

turn, whereas for the Mixed Portfolio 19 out of 26 strategies are improved, with respect to 

return. This indicates that excluding the financial crisis benefits private equity. In the follow-

ing sections we will analyse these returns and the accompanying risk.    
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Table 12.2: Returns and Standard Deviations (in %) With and Without the Current Crisis 

 

Source: See Appendix 1 

 

12.2 The Sharpe Ratio 

When Sharpe (1966) introduced what should be known as the Sharpe Ratio, the purpose was 

to extend the work of Treynor (1965), which we will not investigate, due to the fact that we 

will only analyse total risk. Treynor was, like Sharpe, working on Mutual Fund Performance, 

and wanted to develop a predictor for future Mutual Fund Performance. The idea behind the 

Sharpe Ratio is similar to that of Markowitz’s mean-variance model: when evaluating funds 

(or assets) one should focus on maximising expected return per total risk unit or in other 

words attempt to find the greatest expected return for any given degree of risk. 
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12.2.1 The Reward-to-Variability Ratio 

Sharpe (1966) denoted the relationship between risk and return as the Reward-to-Variability 

Ratio (R/V) and the ratio is defined as: 

 

yVariabilit

Rate FreeRisk  -Return  Average
  R/VRatio=   (12.1) 

where variability is defined as the standard deviation of returns. This ratio is also expressed in 

Figure 12.4, where the ratio is the slope of the line that goes from the risk free rate to the op-

timal portfolio. The higher the ratio (slope) the more optimal is the portfolio in terms of the 

Reward-to-Variability Ratio. This means that the higher and more to the left a portfolio is 

placed in the below figure, the higher is the R/V Ratio. 

 

Figure 12.4: Graphic Presentation of the Reward-to-Variability Ratio (Sharpe) 

 

Source: Sharpe (1966) 

 

12.2.2 Ex Ante and Ex Post Sharp Ratio 

Later Sharpe (1994) distinguished between two different ratios, the Ex Ante Sharpe Ratio and 

the Ex Post Sharpe Ratio.  The Ex Ante ratio is defined as:  
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Where E(ri – rb) represents the expected value of the differential return. And the differential 

return is defined as the difference between the return of asset i (ri) and the benchmark portfo-

lio or security (rb). This ratio indicates the expected differential return per unit of risk associ-

ated with the differential return (Sharpe, 1994).  

 

The Ex Post ratio is defined as:    

Ex Post Sharpe Ratio  =   
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Where Dt is the differential return (ri – rb) and ∑
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is the estimated standard deviation of the historic differential re-

turns.  

According to Sharpe (1994) this ratio shows the historic average differential return per unit of 

historic variability of the differential return.  

 

12.2.3 Different Risk Measures 

There is a major difference in the risk measures used in the original Reward-to-Variability 

ratio and the later Ex Post and Ex Ante ratios. When using the R/V Ratio, the risk measure 

used is the standard deviation of the returns and not the standard deviation of excess or differ-

ential returns as in the newer Ex Post or Ex Ante models. Since we are interested in how our 

portfolio has performed above the risk free asset (Risk Premium), it would also be natural to 

compared it to the variation between the risk free asset and the portfolio in scope.  

 

If we chose only to compare our return to the standard deviation of returns and not the stan-

dard deviation of excess or differential returns, we would to some extent assume that the risk 

free rate had been constant. We know for a fact that the risk free rate has not been constant for 

the period from 1989 to 2009, which we have investigated, so when we are analysing our re-

turns excess of the risk free rate, we will compare them to the standard deviation of the re-

turns excess the benchmark portfolio or security. We do that by using the Ex Post Sharpe Ra-

tio as defined above. By doing so, we are considering the fact that the spread between our re-
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turns obtained and the benchmark portfolio or security is not constant. We have chosen this 

approach since we want to analyse the risk taken above the benchmark portfolio or security, 

since this is also the returns we are analysing. Or in other words, we will analyse the extra 

earned return we get per unit of extra standard deviation we accept above the benchmark port-

folio or security. The question of what benchmark portfolio or security used in the Ex Post 

model will be evaluated in the next section.  

 

12.2.4 Benchmark Portfolio/Security 

Another important issue to consider when using the Sharpe measure is the benchmark portfo-

lio or security chosen. Initially Sharpe (1966) used the risk free rate (10 year U.S. Govern-

ment Bond) as a benchmark security. Another approach suggested by Elton et al (2007) is to 

compare your portfolios with the market portfolio combined with a risk free asset. This is the 

same approach used by Modigliani & Modigliani (1997) which they denoted Risk-Adjusted 

Performance16, which we will investigate later. 

 

When we apply the Sharpe Ratio, we are interested in how our two portfolios have performed 

above the risk free rate and therefore we will use the risk free rate as benchmark security. This 

is due to the fact that we in the Mean-Variance and Bayes-Stein models have been maximis-

ing the historic returns above the risk free rate. The Sharpe Ratio used will therefore be the 

ex-post ratio: 
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where Dt will be out-of-sample returns above the risk free rate. When using this measure we 

will be able to compare the ratios of the Initial Portfolio and the Mixed Portfolio in the mod-

els mentioned in the asset allocation section. The higher the ratio the better performance.   

 

                                                 
16 Popularly known as M2 
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12.2.5 Sharpe Significance Test 

In order to test whether the Sharpe ratios of the two portfolios can be considered statistically 

distinguishable, we have computed the p-value of the difference, by applying the approach 

presented by Jobson and Korkie (1981) and making the correction pointed out by Memmel 

(2003). 

More specifically, we consider the two portfolios IP and MP, with Sharpe Ratios IPSR and

MPSR , and correlation 
MPIP ,ρ  over the sample size T-M, in order test the null hypothesis: 

0:0 =− MPIP SRSRH . To test this hypothesis we use the test statistic ZJK , which is asymptot-

ically distributed as a standard normal. The reason why this is asymptotically distributed is 

that the two Sharpe Ratios cannot be considered independent. According to Memmel (2003) 

this test statistic can be obtained by dividing the Sharpe Ratio difference by its asymptotic 

standard deviation: 
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where the asymptotic variance V of the Sharpe Ratio difference is obtained by: 
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Thus, applying the above formula allows us to test whether the Sharpe Ratios of our initial 

portfolio and our mixed portfolio, for the various strategies, can be considered statistically 

distinguishable. We conduct our testing at a 0.05 level of significance.  

When we test the null hypothesis and find that the value of the test statistic Z, is as high or 

higher than the critical value of a two-tailed test, we can reject the null hypothesis and con-

clude that the difference between the two Sharpe Ratios are statistically significant.  

 

12.2.6 Results for the Sharpe Ratio 

Table 12.3 provides the out-of-sample Sharpe ratios for the 26 allocation strategies consid-

ered. Column one lists the different strategies, and column two and column three gives the 

monthly Sharpe ratios with and without the current financial crisis, respectively. From now on 

we will denote the Initial Portfolio (IP), the Mixed Portfolio (MP), and the Private Equity 
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Portfolio (PE). Furthermore the Tangent Portfolio will interchangeable, be referred to as the 

Markowitz model.  

For both time periods the Sharpe ratios for MP, IP, and PE are listed. The allocation strategies 

where private equity has improved Sharpe ratios are marked in bold. Furthermore, the p-value 

of the difference in the Sharpe ratios between MP and IP are provided. P-values marked in 

bold and underlined indicates that private equity has improved performance significantly. Fi-

nally the correlation between MP and IP is listed for both periods, in the right-hand side of 

column two and three, respectively. 

 

Table 12.3: Results for the Sharpe Ratio 

 

Source: See Appendix1 

 

12.2.6.1 Sharpe Ratio - Tangent Portfolio 

12.2.6.1.1 The Period Including the Financial Crisis 

First we consider the monthly Sharpe ratios of the Markowitz models for the period, which 

includes the financial crisis. Here we observe that all the Sharpe ratios of MP are lower than 
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those of IP, indicating that private equity have not been able to improve portfolio perform-

ance. Thus, for each of the Markowitz models, we can see the average excess return per total 

risk unit has been considerably lower for MP than IP. 

 

If we consider the Sharpe ratios for PE we can confirm the poor performance of this asset 

class when applying the Markowitz models. Here we see that only two (No restrictions and 

Short-sales restriction (P)) out of four models generate positive Sharpe ratios. This shows that 

for the other two models (Short-sales restriction and Norm -0.2) an investor holding only PE 

would obtain a negative average excess return per total risk unit. Hence, implying that returns 

for these two models are below the risk free rate. 

 

To get an impression of the portfolio attributes of private equity we can consider MP for the 

models, which restricts the maximum weight allocated to private equity and stocks. By con-

sidering the fraction of private equity in MP, and linking this to the performance of MP, we 

get an impression of private equity’s portfolio capabilities. For these models we see that the 

highest Sharpe ratios are achieved by the models denoted Low Risk and Low Risk (P). These 

two models restrict the weights of private equity the most, and by doing so the performance of 

MP moves closer to that of IP. On the other hand, if we consider the models denoted Medium 

Risk and High Risk, we see that the Sharpe ratios become smaller, the less sensitive the inves-

tor is towards risk. In Figure 12.5, we can see how these models have allocated relatively be-

tween IP and PE17. 

 

Figure 12.5: Private Equity Allocation 

 

Source: See Appendix 1 

                                                 
17 The weights in Figure 12.5 are based on absolute values, thereby not taking long or short positions into ac-
count. Furthermore, these portfolios are without the pension restriction, although they have similar allocation as 
the models with the pension restriction. See appendix 1. 
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From the figure, we can see that the less risk averse the investor is, the more is allocated to 

private equity, and thus, as we can see from Table 12.3, the lower performance. 

Another important observation for the period including the current financial crisis is that there 

seems to be a trend towards higher correlation between returns of MP and IP leads to higher 

performance of MP. Thus, as MP approaches IP, the performance of MP increases. 

 

12.2.6.1.2 The Period Excluding the Financial Crisis 

A different picture of private equity emerges when looking at the Shape Ratios for the 

Markowitz models, but without the current financial crisis. Here five out of ten models show 

that private equity has improved the performance of MP, by generating Sharpe Ratios higher 

than achieved by IP. Moreover, all four models generate positive Sharpe Ratios for PE. The 

explanation for improved performance of MP over IP may be due to the fact that PE outper-

forms IP for three out of four models, with the one exception being the model without restric-

tions. 

For the models with constraints on asset classes, it seems like the trend is that the models with 

the lowest risk aversion (High Risk) achieves the highest results, and Medium and Low risk 

performs second and third, respectively. This is opposite of what we saw for the period, which 

included the financial crisis. In the concluding remarks of this section on Sharpe Ratios, we 

provide a possible explanation for these opposite trends. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that for the period excluding the crisis, there seems to be no 

clear trend relating the correlation between returns of MP and IP to the performance of MP. 

 

12.2.6.2  Sharpe Ratios - Bayes-Stein Models 

12.2.6.2.1 The Period Including the Financial Crisis 

For the Bayes-Stein models we observe a quite different picture than what emerged from the 

Markowitz models. With respect to Sharpe ratios for the period including the crisis, 7 out of 

10 models provide improvements in Sharpe ratios for MP over IP. This means that private 

equity has improved portfolio performance of the Bayes-Stein models, although these im-

provements are not significant. These findings are quite puzzling, as we can see that three out 

of four Sharpe ratios for PE are negative. However, one possible explanation for this may be 
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that, except for the non-restricted model, the level of correlation between the MP models and 

the IP models is relatively high. This implies that MP has moved closer towards IP with re-

spect to the returns.  

If we consider the Sharpe ratios of the non-restricted Bayes-Stein model we see that they have 

improved for both MP and IP compared to the equivalent Tangent portfolios. This is in spite 

of the fact that the Sharpe ratio for PE has decreased and even become negative for the unre-

stricted Bayes-Stein model. Thus, the Bayes-Stein model without restrictions makes private 

equity look better in a portfolio setting, compared to the unconstrained Markowitz model. 

Worth noting is that for this version of the Bayes-Stein model, we observe a slightly negative 

correlation between MP and IP, which is a very fortunate portfolio capability.  

Finally, for the models with constraints on riskier assets, there seems to be a trend indicating 

that the more risk averse an investor is in choosing portfolio allocation, the higher is the ac-

companying Sharpe ratios. This is particularly true for MP, but to some extend also for IP, 

which confirms the findings of the Markowitz models for the same period. 

 

12.2.6.2.2 The Period Excluding the Financial Crisis 

For the period excluding the crisis 9 out of 10 Bayes-Stein models have generated Sharpe ra-

tios for MP, which are higher than for IP. This is a clear improvement over the Markowitz 

models for the same period, where only half of the models were in favour of adding private 

equity.  

Like it was the case for the Markowitz models, we once again observe the trend that the mod-

els with the lowest level of risk aversion (High Risk) achieve the highest results, whereas the 

medium and low-risk models ranks second and third again. This is also contrary to what we 

saw for the period, which included the financial crisis. Again we refer to the concluding re-

marks of this section for a possible explanation for these opposite trends. 

Finally, we neither observe a clear trend relating the correlation between returns of MP and IP 

to the performance of MP, for the period excluding the crisis. 

 

12.2.6.3  Sharpe Ratios - Simple Allocation Models 

12.2.6.3.1 The Period Including the Financial Crisis 

If we consider the simple asset allocation models (Naïve and Minimum variance) we also get 
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a somewhat mixed impression of the benefits of adding private equity to IP. For the period 

including the financial crisis, three out of six simple allocation models (Minimum Variance 

no restrictions, Minimum Variance Norm -0.2, and Naïve Buy and Hold) generate Sharpe 

ratios of MP, which are higher than those of IP. Moreover, the improvement in portfolio per-

formance for all of these three models is, in fact, statistically significant at a 5% confidence 

level. This means that the average excess return per total risk unit has been significantly im-

proved for these models, by adding private equity to the portfolio.  

The non-restricted Minimum Variance model creates the most significant improvement of the 

strategies for the period, which includes the financial crisis. Here it is interesting to note that 

the Sharpe ratio is 0.002 for IP and 0.310 for MP, despite it being negative for PE, -0.032.  

We define two possible explanations for these findings. First, the correlation between MP and 

IP is very low (16%) and secondly, the allocation into private equity of this minimum vari-

ance model is very moderate, compared to other unrestricted models, as can be seen in Figure 

12.6. 

 

Figure 12.6: Private Equity Allocation 

 

Source: See Appendix 1 

 

An investor pursuing a Naïve strategy with continuous rebalancing would obtain a Sharpe 

ratio of 0.020 for MP, whereas the same model yields only a slightly higher Sharpe ratio of 

0.022 for IP. This implies that adding private equity to IP creates almost no changes in the 

performance of MP compared to that of IP. However, when considering these findings, we 

see that these results are attributable to a high level of correlation between MP and IP of 89%. 
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12.2.6.3.2 The Period Excluding the Financial Crisis 

For the simple allocation models without the financial crisis, all six models generate Sharpe 

ratios of MP, which are higher than those of IP. The improvements in Sharpe ratios for five 

out of these six models are statistically significant at a 5% confidence level. What is interest-

ing, about these six models is that five of them have very high correlations, in the range of 

69% to 95%, between MP and IP.  

 

12.2.7 Concluding Remarks for the Sharpe Ratio 

For the Markowitz models we found no statistical significantly improved Sharpe ratios for 

either of the two periods, despite improvements in half the models for the period excluding 

the crisis. Nor did we find any statistical significantly improved Sharpe ratios for either of the 

two periods for the Bayes-Stein models. This is in spite of, seven out of ten models lead to 

improvements is Sharpe ratios for MP for the period including the crisis, whereas nine out of 

ten models are improved when the crisis is excluded.  

For the simple allocation strategies three out of six models improves the Sharpe ratios statisti-

cally significant for the period including the crisis. For the period excluding the crisis, five out 

of six strategies leads to statistically significant improvements in the Sharpe ratios.  

Thus, in total we find that for the period including the crisis, ten out of the 26 allocation 

strategies considered, private equity improves portfolio performance. However, only three of 

these models are improved statistical significantly. For the period without the financial crisis, 

20 of the models lead to an improvement in performance by adding private equity. Here five 

of the models are improved statistical significantly. 

 

Finally, as to comment on the difference, and sometimes opposite trends of the two time peri-

ods, it is worth mentioning that in absence of the current financial crisis, 13 out of 14 models 

provides Sharpe ratios for PE, which exceeds the corresponding Sharpe ratios for IP. This is,  

mostly due to the fact that private equity, relative to stocks, has experienced larger increases 

in returns before the crisis, and a more substantial decrease after the crisis. Thus, excluding 

the crisis has a huge positive impact on the return data of private equity. Therefore, 20 out of 

26 models showed that it would be beneficial to add private equity to IP, as we observe higher 

Sharpe ratios for MP than for IP in the absence of the financial crisis. 
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12.3  Differential Return 

In the following section we will at first analyse the Risk-Adjusted Performance (also known 

as M-squared), which is based on standard deviation and total risk. We will then show how 

this measure can be used to determine the differential return between two portfolios.  

 

12.3.1 Risk-Adjusted Performance 

The measure referred to as M-squared, tracks the performance of a managed portfolio against 

that of a market (or naively selected) portfolio. The fundamental idea is to use the trade-off 

between risk and return, to adjust managed portfolios to the level of risk in a benchmark port-

folio. In this manner, the risk of a given managed portfolio will be matched to that of the 

benchmark portfolio, and the returns of this risk-matched portfolio can then be evaluated. The 

risk-adjusted performance (RAP) of investment funds can then be compared and ranked in the 

same way as we can rank by the use of the Sharpe ratio (Fiebel, 2003).  

In fact, RAP is simply the Sharpe ratio scaled by the standard deviation of the benchmark re-

turn. It is computed in the following manner: 

 

( ) ( )[ ] f

2 Rportfoliobenchmark  of Stdev.*ratio Sharpereturn  M +=   (12.7) 

 

Figure 12.7: Graphical Presentation of the Risk-adjusted Performance Measure 

 

 

Source: Modigliani & Modigliani  (1997) 
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12.3.2 Differential Return 

Since our purpose is not to rank portfolios based on their Risk-Adjusted Performance, but in-

stead to compare the Mixed Portfolio with the Initial Portfolio, which we will denote the 

benchmark portfolio, we are more interested in the differential return of the two portfolios. 

Since the RAP is measured in basis points, we can obtain a differential return by subtracting 

two RAP returns: 

 

Differential return = RAPi - RAPbenchmark    (12.8) 

Since the Sharpe Ratio is not measured in basis points, it is not possible to get an intuitive 

result by subtracting two Ratios. This is where the strength of the RAP is, since this measure 

can both be used for ranking as well as calculating differential returns in basis point. To see a 

graphical presentation of the differential return, see Figure 12.8.  

 

Figure 12.8: Graphical presentation of the Differential Return 

 

Source: Modigliani & Modigliani  (1997) 

 

As shown by Scholz & Wilkens (2005) the Differential Return can also be calculated as: 
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Calculating the Differential Return using the above formula gives the measure some more 

intuition. By considering the formula, it can be seen that the differential return is the extra 
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return a portfolios generates compared to a benchmark portfolio, given that the standard de-

viation of the portfolio in scope has the same standard deviation as the benchmark portfolio.  

 

12.3.3 Results for Differential Return 

Table 12.4 provides the out-of-sample differential returns for the 26 allocation strategies con-

sidered. Column one lists the different strategies, and column two and column three gives the 

monthly differential returns with and without the current financial crisis, respectively. For 

both the time period with and the one without the financial crisis, the differential returns be-

tween the Mixed Portfolio and the Initial Portfolio and between the Private Equity Portfolio  

and the Initial Portfolio are shown. The allocation strategies where private equity has im-

proved differential returns are marked in bold. 

 

Table 12.4 Differential Returns Results 

 

Source: See Appendix 1 
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Differential Return gives us the extra return that a given portfolio has achieved compared to 

that of the benchmark portfolio, which in our case is the Initial Portfolio. Thus, observing a 

positive (negative) differential return (e.g. Mixed Portfolio vs. Initial Portfolio) implies that 

the risk-adjusted performance of the Mixed Portfolio has been better (worse) than that of the 

initial portfolio.  

 

12.3.3.1  Differential Return - Markowitz Models 

12.3.3.1.1 The Period Including the Financial Crisis 

We start by considering the differential returns of the Markowitz mean-variance models 

(Tangent Portfolio) for the period, which includes the current financial crisis. Here we ob-

serve that the differential returns between MP and IP, and between PE and IP are all negative. 

This indicates that the IP has performed better than both MP and PE. Thus, adding private 

equity to IP does not improve portfolio performance when using the Markowitz allocation 

strategies. To confirm the poor portfolio attributes of private equity using this model, we see 

that the highest (less negative) differential returns for MP are achieved by the models denoted 

Low Risk and Low Risk (P). These two models restrict the weights of private equity the most, 

and by doing so the performance of MP approaches that of IP. On the other hand, if we con-

sider the models denoted Medium Risk and High Risk, we see that the differential returns be-

come more and more negative the less sensitive the investor is towards risk. 

 

It is apparent that applying the Markowitz model without restrictions generates some rather 

extreme out-of-sample results. In this case, we observe negative differential returns for the 

entire period of -8.84% and -7.2% for MP vs. IP and PE vs. IP, respectively. This indicates 

that the IP has performed better than both MP and PE. Furthermore, the mean-variance mod-

els with short-sales restrictions, both with and without the pension restriction, as well as with 

norm constraint on short-sales all generates negative differential returns between MP and IP. 

However these negative differential returns are much smaller than for the unrestricted model. 

The same holds true for differential returns between PE and IP. 
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12.3.3.1.2 The Period Excluding the Financial Crisis 

A different picture emerges when looking at the differential returns also for the Markowitz 

models, but without the current financial crisis. Here five models show positive differential 

returns between MP and IP, indicating that MP has outperformed IP for these models. More-

over, three out of four models generate positive differential returns between PE and IP. For 

the models with constraints on private equity weights, it seems like the trend is similar to that 

observed for the Sharpe ratio, where the models with the lowest risk aversion (High Risk) 

achieves the highest results, and Medium and Low risk performs second and third, respec-

tively. For this performance measure, this is also opposite to what we saw for the period, 

which included the financial crisis. The reason for these findings is the same as pointed out in 

the concluding remarks for the Sharpe ratio, namely that by excluding the crisis, the returns of 

PE gets positively influenced. 

A final observation on the differential returns for the period excluding the financial crisis is 

that the models with the pension restriction seem to outperform their unconstrained counter-

parts in the majority of the cases. This may be attributable to the fact that this model secures a 

minimum level of diversification. 

 

12.3.3.2  Differential Return - Bayes-Stein Models 

12.3.3.2.1 The Period Including the Financial Crisis 

For the Bayes-Stein models the picture is quite different than what we saw for the Markowitz 

models. With respect to differential returns between MP and IP for the period including the 

crisis, 7 out of 10 models provide positive differential returns. This indicates that private eq-

uity has improved portfolio performance of the Bayes-Stein models, even though these differ-

ential returns are only slightly positive. We observe no clear pattern as to how the level of risk 

aversion influences the differential return here. For the same period the differential returns 

between PE and IP are all still negative, despite much less than it was the case for the 

Markowitz models. 

Furthermore, if we consider the non-restricted Bayes-Stein model with differential return of 

0.017% between MP and IP, it does make private equity look better in a portfolio setting, 

compared to the unconstrained Markowitz model with differential return of -8.837%.  
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12.3.3.2.2 The Period Excluding the Financial Crisis 

For the period excluding the crisis nine out of ten differential returns between MP and IP are 

positive. This is also a noticeable improvement over the Markowitz models for the same pe-

riod, where only half of the models were in favour of adding private equity. 

 

Contrary to what we found for the period including the crisis, we see that for the period with-

out the financial crisis the differential return between MP and IP of the unconstrained 

Markowitz model makes private equity look even better than does the Bayes Stein model 

without restrictions. Thus, when comparing the differential return between MP and IP of the 

unconstrained Markowitz model to that of the unrestricted Bayes-Stein model, we see that PE 

for the Bayes-Stein model performs best when the crisis is included, whereas PE performs 

best for the Markowitz models when the crisis is excluded. This is in line with our expecta-

tions, as the purpose of the Bayes-Stein model is to conservatively shrink the input parameters 

of the Markowitz model. 

 

For this period we also find the previously observed trend that the models with the lowest 

level of risk aversion (High Risk) achieve the highest results, whereas the medium and low-

risk models ranks second and third again. Furthermore, we also observe that for this period 

excluding the financial crisis, the models with the pension restriction seem to outperform their 

unconstrained counterparts. This was also true for the Markowitz models for this period, and 

may once again be attributable to the minimum level of diversification achieved through this 

restriction.  

 

12.3.3.3  Differential Return - Simple Allocation Models 

12.3.3.3.1 The Period Including the Financial Crisis 

Considering the simple allocation models (Naïve and Minimum variance) we again get a 

somewhat mixed impression of the benefits of adding private equity to IP. An investor pursu-

ing a Naïve buy and hold strategy would obtain a positive differential return of 0.226% be-

tween MP and IP, whereas the same strategy with continuous rebalancing yields a slightly 

negative differential return of -0.006%. If we focus on the latter of the two models, it shows 

that for the entire time period, adding private equity to the basis portfolio almost does not in-

fluence the performance, which was the same as we found for the Sharpe Ratio.   
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For PE versus IP using the Naïve strategy with the buy-and-hold approach leads to positive 

differential returns of 0.212%, whereas the continuous rebalancing approach yields a negative 

differential return of -0.033%. These differential returns between PE and IP are somewhat 

similar to those of MP versus IP for the respective strategies and may therefore be seen as an 

explanatory factor for the outcome of adding private equity to IP and obtaining MP.  

 

As for the Minimum Variance strategies we notice that for the period including the crisis, the 

highest differential return between MP and IP of all the models is achieved by the Minimum 

Variance strategy without restrictions. This model generates a positive monthly differential 

return of 0.438%. Thus, an investor who utilises the minimum variance strategy without re-

strictions would achieve a monthly risk adjusted return 0.438% higher with private equity 

added to the portfolio. For the same period, all differential returns between PE and IP are 

negative.  

 

12.3.3.3.2 The Period Excluding the Financial Crisis 

Considering the period excluding the crisis, we observe somewhat the same trend in the rela-

tionship between PE and IP for the two Naïve strategies, as when the current financial crisis 

was included from the data set. Here PE versus IP is positive for both strategies, which also 

yields positive differential returns between MP and IP. Moreover, each differential return for 

the Naïve strategies for this period has improved substantially over those for the period in-

cluding the crisis. 

 

For this period the unrestricted minimum variance strategy ranks third of all the strategies 

considered with a differential return of 0.359%, only beaten by the unrestricted Tangent port-

folio and the Naïve buy-and-hold strategy. 

 

12.3.4  Concluding Remarks for Differential Return 

Only one, the Naïve buy and hold strategy, out of the 14 allocation models without restric-

tions on private equity weights provides positive differential returns between PE and IP for 

the period including the financial crisis. This tells us that for this period, an investor would 

likely have benefited more from holding the IP than investing in PE alone. Thus, any benefits 

associated with adding private equity to IP and obtaining a positive differential return be-
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tween MP and IP for these strategies would arise from private equity’s portfolio capabilities. 

Six out of these 14 models turned out to generate positive differential returns between MP and 

IP. We can therefore conclude that for these models, there have been some, although only 

limited, benefits of adding private equity to IP. For the Tangent portfolios we observed no 

benefits, we found benefits for half the Bayes-Stein portfolios, we saw benefits for three out 

of four Minimum Variance portfolios, and finally it was slightly beneficial to add private eq-

uity to the Naïve portfolio with a buy and hold strategy. 

 

In total, we find that 7 out of 10 Bayes-Stein models, 0 out of 10 Markowitz models, and 4 

out 6 simple models provides positive differential returns between MP and IP for the entire 

period. Thus, adding private equity to the IP improves performance in 11 out of the 26 alloca-

tion models considered.  

Thus, for this performance measure we cannot make a clear conclusion of whether private 

equity in general have improved portfolio performance or not, but only that it has lead to dif-

ferent results, when applying different asset allocation models 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that in absence of the current financial crisis, 13 out of 14 

models provided positive differential returns between PE and IP. This is, as argued previ-

ously, attributable to the positive impact on the return data of private equity when the crisis is 

excluded. Therefore, 20 out of 26 models showed that it would be beneficial to add private 

equity to IP, as we observe positive differential returns between MP and IP for these strategies 

in the absence of the financial crisis. 

 

12.4 Certainty Equivalent Return 

Given that investors are normally risk-averse, they also generally prefer stable investment 

strategies to strategies, which are more volatile. It is therefore interesting to look at a return 

measure, which would make an investor indifferent between getting a fixed return for sure 

(zero risk) and investing in an asset with volatile return.  

This is exactly what the certainty-equivalent (CEQ) return provides, by generating a single 

value, which can be used to rank the preference of different investment strategies.  

In order to compute the (CEQ) return from a given distribution of returns, one needs to distin-

guish between whether the investor is assumed to have a degree of risk-aversion equal to 1 or 

different from 1. This is important because these two scenarios yield different utility-

functions as it can be seen below: 
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The CEQ is computed in four steps. 

1. First generating a distribution of returns for each of the investment strategies consi-

dered. We use gross returns R = (1+r), as we need positive input parameters when us-

ing constant relative risk-aversion. The gross returns will be based on the out-of-

sample returns, which we have generated with the selected asset allocation models.  

2. Second, we compute the investor’s utility from each of the returns by applying equa-

tion (12.10). This means applying the three levels or risk aversion 1, 3 and 5 to the 180 

returns in each of the 66 return vectors.   

3. Third, we compute the investor’s expected utility of gross return for each return vec-

tor: 

E U(R)[ ]=
E

R1−γ −1

1− γ

 

 
 

 

 
  for γ ≠1

E ln(R)[ ]    for γ =1

 

 
 

 
 

    

(12.11)   

4. Fourth, we compute the investor’s CEQ gross return by applying the inverse of the 

utility function in (12.10) to the investor’s expected utility in (12.11): 

 

[ ]( ))(1 RUEURCEQ

−=       (12.12) 

The inverse of the utility function where 1=γ , is simply: 

 

R

CEQ eR = , for 1=γ
      (12.13) 

When the level of risk aversion is different from 1, the inverse becomes a bit more compli-

cated, since there is not a linear relationship and we have to apply the rule

( ) ( ) xyfyxf =⇒= −1 . The inverse utility function is therefore:  
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Subtracting 1 from the CEQ gross return provides us with the CEQ net return.  

When we apply this performance measure, we can determine which return (with zero risk) an 

investor would require for being indifferent between receiving that return for sure or investing 

in a given risky portfolio. We can then compare the CEQ for each of the return vectors, at 

each of the three levels of risk aversion. The higher the CEQ the better the investment and 

vice versa.  

 

12.4.1 Results for CEQ 

Throughout this section we evaluate the performance of private equity in a portfolio setting by 

assessing the different allocation strategies for different levels of risk aversion. For each port-

folio strategy the CEQ return is provided for IP, MP, and PE at the levels of risk aversion 

equal to 1, 3, and 5. 1=γ  implies a low level of risk aversion, 3=γ  is medium risk, and 

5=γ  means that the investor has a high level of risk aversion. 

 

12.4.1.1 CEQ - Markowitz Models 

In Table 12.5 is outlined the out-of-sample CEQ returns for the 10 Tangent allocation strate-

gies considered. On the left-hand side CEQ returns are provided for the time period including 

the financial crisis, and on the right-hand side are those for the period excluding it. The allo-

cation strategies where private equity has improved CEQ returns are marked in bold. 
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Table 12.5: CEQ Findings for the Markowitz Models 

 

 Source: See Appendix 1 

 

It is worth noting that for the PE portfolios with constraints on riskier assets, no CEQ return 

has been provided, as it makes no sense to restrict private equity in a portfolio composed only 

of this asset class. Furthermore, for the unrestricted Tangent portfolios for both time periods, 

at the level of risk aversion equal to 1, it was not found possible to compute CEQ returns for 

either MP nor PE. The reason being that we found gross returns in some data to be negative, 

making it impossible to compute the investors utility at 1=γ , as the utility function is defined 

for positive parameters of gross-returns, R. Because of this, and due to some rather extreme 

results for the remaining levels of risk aversion for both MP, IP and, PE, we have chosen to 

exclude the unrestricted Tangent portfolios from our analysis of CEQ returns. 

 

12.4.1.1.1 The Period Including the Financial Crisis 

If we consider the result in Table 12.5 and start by assessing the strategies for the period, 

which includes the financial crisis, we see that all strategies at all levels of risk aversion pro-

vide CEQ returns in favour of IP. We can therefore conclude that an investor would derive no 

benefits, when adding private equity to the initial portfolio. For the levels of risk aversion 

1=γ  and 3=γ  the short-sales restricted Tangent portfolio provides the highest level of CEQ 
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returns of the Markowitz models, with 0.682 and 0.625, respectively. However, for the level 

of risk aversion 5=γ  the Tangent medium risk portfolio generates the highest CEQ return of 

0.570. 

 

12.4.1.1.2 The Period Excluding the Financial Crisis 

For the period excluding the crisis, we get a very mixed picture of private equity’s portfolio 

capabilities. Here we need to divide the Markowitz models into degrees of risk aversion. For 

the level of risk aversion 1=γ  all three models (Tangent short-sales restriction, Tangent 

short-sales restriction (P), and Tangent norm -0.2) without constraints on asset classes are in 

favour of PE, which in turn generates CEQ returns, which are higher for MP than IP for two 

of these models. For the models with constraints on the riskier assets, four out of six are in 

favour of IP, whereas two are in favour MP. Thus, in total for the level of risk aversion 1=γ  

private equity improves portfolio performance in four out of nine models. 

For the level of risk aversion 3=γ  two models (Tangent short-sales restriction and Tangent 

short-sales restriction P) out of three without constraints on asset classes are in favour of PE, 

whereas the last model Tangent norm -0.2 is in favour of MP. Two of these three models gen-

erate CEQ returns, which are higher for MP than IP. For the models with constraints on asset 

classes we find the same for 3=γ  as we did for 1=γ , namely four out of six in favour of IP, 

whereas only two in favour MP. Thus, in total for the level of risk aversion 3=γ  private eq-

uity improves portfolio performance in four out of nine models. 

For the level of risk aversion 5=γ  we find one model in favour of each of the portfolios 

without constraints on private equity weights. The Tangent portfolio with short-sales restric-

tion is in favour of IP, Tangent short-sales restricted (P) is in favour of PE, whereas the Tan-

gent Norm -0.2 is in favour of MP. Hence two out of these three models generate CEQ re-

turns, which are higher for MP than IP. For the models with constraints on private equity 

weights we find the same for 5=γ  as we did for 1=γ  and 3=γ , i.e. four out of six in fa-

vour of IP, whereas only two in favour MP. Thus, in total for the level of risk aversion 5=γ  

private equity improves portfolio performance in four out of nine models.  

For all the considered levels of risk aversion, MP improves portfolio performance in 12 out of 

27 strategies for the Markowitz models. 
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12.4.1.2  CEQ - Bayes-Stein Allocation Models 

In Table 12.6 is outlined the out-of-sample CEQ returns for the 10 Bayes-Stein allocation 

strategies considered. On the left-hand side CEQ returns are provided for the time period in-

cluding the financial crisis, and on the right-hand side are those for the period excluding it. 

The allocation strategies where private equity has improved CEQ returns are marked in bold. 

 

Table 12.6 CEQ Findings for the Bayes-Stein Models 

 

Source: See Appendix 1 

 

12.4.1.2.1 The Period Including the Financial Crisis 

Like it was the case for the Tangent portfolios, we once again obtain a very mixed picture of 

private equity’s portfolio capabilities. Therefore, we have once again decided to divide the 

models into degrees of risk aversion. For the level of risk aversion 1=γ  two of the four mod-

els (unrestricted Bayes-Stein and Bayes-Stein norm -0.2) without constraints on private equity 

weights are in favour of MP, whereas the other two models (Bayes-Stein short-sales restricted 

and short-sales restricted (P)) are in favour of IP. For the models with constraints on private 

equity weights, four out of six are in favour of MP, whereas two are in favour IP. Thus, in 
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total for the level of risk aversion 1γ =  private equity improves portfolio performance in six 

out of ten models.  

 

For the level of risk aversion 3=γ  all four models without constraints on stocks and private 

equity weights are in favour of IP. Considering the models with constraints on asset classes 

we find that five out of six models are in favour of MP, whereas only one is in favour IP. 

Thus, in total for the level of risk aversion 3=γ  private equity improves portfolio perform-

ance in five out of ten models. 

For the level of risk aversion 5=γ  we find the exact same picture as for 3=γ , with the 

same models in favour MP and IP, respectively. Thus, here we also find that five out of ten 

models in total benefits from adding private equity to IP. 

 

12.4.1.2.2 The Period Excluding the Financial Crisis 

If we consider the period excluding the crisis, we get a very clear-cut picture of PE’s portfolio 

capabilities. In fact, for all strategies at all levels of risk aversion, except for the unrestricted 

Bayes-Stein model, private equity improves portfolio performance. Even for the unrestricted 

Bayes-Stein model, which is the exception, private equity still improves portfolio perform-

ance for 1=γ .  

 

12.4.1.3  CEQ - Simple Allocation Models 

Table 12.7 provides the out-of-sample CEQ returns for the 6 simple allocation strategies con-

sidered for both the time period including the financial crisis and the one excluding it. The 

allocation strategies where private equity has improved CEQ returns are marked in bold. 
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Table 12.7 CEQ Findings for the Simple Allocation Models 

 

Source: See Appendix 1 

 

12.4.1.3.1 The Period Including the Financial Crisis 

If we first consider the strategies for the period, which includes the financial crisis, we see 

that all strategies, except for the Naïve with continuous rebalancing, are in favour of MP, re-

gardless of the level of risk aversion. Hence, five out of six models clearly indicates the bene-

fits of adding private equity to IP, whereas only one is against it. The unrestricted Minimum 

variance strategy of MP achieves the highest level of CEQ returns of all the simple allocation 

models, at all three levels of risk aversion. The model provides CEQ returns of 0.73%, 0.72%, 

and 0.71% for 1=γ , 3=γ , and 5=γ , respectively. 

 

12.4.1.3.2 The Period Excluding the Financial Crisis 

For the period excluding the financial crisis five out of six models are in favour of PE, with 

the exception being the MP Minimum variance strategy. Thus, the vast majority of models 

indicates that the performance of PE at all three levels of risk aversion, have been superior. 

Therefore, MP has also outperformed IP for all six of the simple allocation models. The Norm 

-0.2 restricted Minimum variance strategy of PE achieves the highest level of CEQ returns of 

all the simple allocation models, at all three levels of risk aversion. This model provides CEQ 

returns of 0.56%, 0.57%, and 0.55% for 1=γ , γ = 3, and 5=γ , respectively. 
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12.4.2  Concluding Remarks for CEQ 

When concluding on the performance measure CEQ, in relation to private equity’s ability to 

improve portfolio performance, we need to divide the results into the three levels of risk aver-

sion. 

First we conclude on the period including the financial crisis. At the level of risk aversion 

1=γ  we find that five simple allocation models, zero Tangent models, and six Bayes-Stein 

models generates higher CEQ returns for MP than for IP. This sums to 11 models out of 26 in 

favour of adding private equity to IP. For both 3=γ  and 5=γ  five simple allocation mod-

els, zero Tangent models, and five Bayes-Stein models generates higher CEQ returns for MP 

than for IP, which sums to 10 models out of 26 in favour of adding private equity. 

 

Then we find for the period excluding the crisis for all levels of risk aversion that six Naïve 

allocation models, four Tangent models, and all ten Bayes-Stein models (nine at 3=γ  and 

5=γ ) produce CEQ returns, which are higher for MP than IP. This sums to 20 models (19 at 

3=γ  and 5=γ ) out of 26 in favour of adding private equity to IP. 

 

To sum up the results for CEQ returns we once again face difficulties in making a clear con-

clusion, as to whether private equity in general improves portfolio performance or not. Also 

here we find that adding private equity has lead to different results, when different asset allo-

cation models are applied.  

 

13. Confirmation/Rejection of Hypothesis 

In the preceding section we presented the results from the chosen performance measures. The 

performance measures were computed both for the period 01-02-1994 to 01-01-2009 and the 

period 01-02-1994 to 01-05-2007, where the current financial crisis were left out.  

Focusing on the period, which includes the financial crisis, we found it difficult to spot any 

clear-cut tendencies with regards to private equity’s portfolio capabilities, when comparing 

the Mixed Portfolio and the Initial Portfolio across different performance measures. The rea-

son being that different allocation models lead to different outcomes and conclusions. Below 

we have presented a summary of our quantitative findings: 
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Table 13.1: Hypothesis Confirmed/Rejected (period with financial crisis) 

 

Source: See Appendix 1 

 

In the above table, we have for each asset allocation strategy specified whether our hypothesis 

can be confirmed or rejected. More precisely, whether portfolio performance has been im-

proved with respect to risk and return, when private equity has been added to the Initial Port-

folio.  

As it can be seen from the table, private equity has improved portfolio performance in 52 out 

of 127 cases. This means that in only 41% of the cases, we are able to confirm our hypothesis. 

Seen from a strictly quantitative perspective, we must therefore reject the hypothesis, since 

private equity could not improve portfolio performance in 59% of the cases. Moreover, we 

found the Sharpe Ratios only to be significantly improved for 3 allocation models, underlin-

ing our conclusion to reject the hypothesis.  

 

For the period without the crisis, which we will not put as much emphasis on, we could reject 

the hypothesis in only 30% of the cases, implying that private equity had improved portfolio 

performance in the vast majority of the cases.  
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As we pointed out in section 12.1.1, our asset allocation strategies are having problems esti-

mating the input parameters correctly. Therefore, by taking a more subjective perspective on 

our findings and placing more emphasis on the strategies with less exposure to estimation er-

ror, our conclusion changes. The models, which theoretically should handle the issues related 

to estimation error in the best way are the Minimum Variance strategy, the Bayes-Stein ap-

proach, and 1/N models. The Minimum Variance strategy does not estimate expected returns, 

which composes the largest source for estimation error. The Bayes-Stein model shrinks its 

returns towards that of the Minimum Variance strategy, and finally the 1/N models does not 

rely on estimation of any input parameters at all. Consequently, with focus on the mentioned 

models we can then conclude that the majority of allocation strategies are in favour of adding 

private equity to the investment portfolio, as it shows a slight overweight for improvement of 

performance.  

 

Once again, we must stress that the conclusion based on the strategies with focus on estima-

tion errors, is our subjective opinion. Looking at our findings from a strictly quantitative per-

spective, we must still reject the hypothesis that private equity can improve portfolio perform-

ance.  

 

14. Conclusion 

In the literature review we found that surprisingly little attention has been assigned to investi-

gating private equity’s overall portfolio capabilities, considering returns in relation to the ac-

companying risk. Therefore, with departure in the literature review, our main motivation for 

this thesis has been to quantitatively contribute to the research on the portfolio capabilities of 

this asset class.  

 

In order to determine whether private equity could improve portfolio performance, we created 

a hypothesis, which enabled us to quantitatively test our research question. We performed the 

test by constructing a proxy portfolio (PE) for private equity using listed private equity, which 

was then added to a benchmark portfolio (IP) using a broad variety of asset allocation models. 

The new portfolio (MP) was then compared to the benchmark portfolio (IP), by use of differ-

ent performance measures.   
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To be able to make generalisations and add realism to our findings, we imposed a number of 

constraints to our chosen asset allocation models. Thereby we also increased the number of 

asset allocation models applied, which quantitatively contributed to our findings. Further-

more, we provided a triangulation of our findings, by also excluding the current financial cri-

sis, for the use of comparison. It presented useful insights about both the composition of our 

chosen asset allocation models and on the portfolio characteristics of private equity as an asset 

class. 

 

The chosen asset allocation models and accompanying performance measures rely on the as-

sumption that data is normally distributed. Therefore we conducted normality tests of our re-

turn data and concluded that only six out of 21 datasets were normally distributed, which lim-

its the validity of our conclusions. The portfolios allocations generated for the optimising 

strategies of Markowitz and Bayes-Stein have therefore optimised portfolio weights, using 

only the first two moments (expected mean and variance). Thus, the third and fourth mo-

ments, skewness and kurtosis, are ignored. However, considering the data available, we found 

the applied models to be the best at hand, for presenting the portfolio capabilities of private 

equity as accurately as possible. 

 

Overall our findings are somewhat similar to the mixed opinions of private equity as an asset 

class presented in our literature review. We found very diverging results of private equity’s 

portfolio capabilities. While some allocation models showed improved portfolio performance 

when private equity was added, others showed the complete opposite. For the period includ-

ing the financial crisis, we could conclude that in only 41% of the cases private equity im-

proved portfolio performance. If we considered our data without the current financial crisis, 

we found that private equity had actually improved portfolio performance in 70% of the 

cases. This implies, that if we had conducted our research 1,5 years earlier, our conclusion, 

based on asset allocation models, would have been that private equity could improve portfolio 

performance. Since we have strived to provide as objective an assessment as possible, our 

main conclusion will be based on the period including the financial crisis. For the period from 

1994 to 2009, we have rejected the hypothesis that private equity can improve portfolio per-

formance, with respect to risk and return. We can therefore conclude, that an investor would 

have been better off by holding the portfolio consisting of bonds and stocks only, compared to 

the portfolio where private equity was added.   
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When comparing our findings, generated by the asset allocation models, to the results of our 

correlations analysis our conclusions are inconsistent. We concluded that there exists a diver-

sification potential between private equity and both bonds as well as stocks. We found a very 

low slightly negative correlation between the private  equity trusts and the respective bond 

indices, and a low to medium level of correlation between the private equity trusts and stock 

indices. From a theoretical point of view, we can therefore conclude that private equity has 

the potential to improve portfolio performance.  

The main challenge when considering adding private equity to an investment portfolio is 

therefore estimation errors. The strategies which we have applied, were not capable of grasp-

ing the diversification potential out-of-sample, implying that the input parameters were not 

estimated correctly. Our findings are therefore in line with the findings of DeMiguel et al. 

(2009):  

“… there are still many “miles to go” before the gains promised by optimal portfolio 

choice can actually be realized out of sample.” 

 

When concluding on how private equity affects portfolio performance, with respect to return 

and risk characteristics, this heavily depends on the selected asset allocation strategy. If there 

exists a model, which actually can grasp the diversification potential, then the answer to our 

research question would be that private equity can improve portfolio performance. However, 

to the best of our knowledge, no such model exists.  

 

The answer to our research question is therefore that private equity can potentially improve 

portfolio performance, but based on the selected asset allocation models we could not estab-

lish this to be true in practice.  

 

15. Future Research 

Our findings highlight the need for future research to clarify the true portfolio capabilities of 

private equity. For future research it would be interesting to consider other asset allocation 

models or constraints than those applied in our analysis.  

As stated, our optimisations has been based on the first two moments; mean and variance. It 

might be beneficial to include Value at Risk (VaR) in the models, thereby taking into account 

“fat tails” as observed in our data set and financial data in general.  
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Another issue to address is the estimation of input parameters. We found that asset allocation 

models did not generate optimal out-of-sample weights. Therefore we see a potential for im-

proving input parameters by lowering estimation errors, and thereby leading to better out-of-

sample returns. One approach could be to improve the expected return parameters by applying 

a Black-Litterman model, which uses the Capital Asset Pricing Model in estimating expected 

returns, thereby lowering estimation errors. This model, however, requires access to market 

capitalisation, which might pose a problem with respect to private equity data. 
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18. Appendix 1: Overview of Excel Files 

18.1 Miscellaneous  

Figure18.1
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18.2 Asset Allocation Models 

18.2.1 Initial Portfolio 

Figure 18.2 

 

18.2.2 Mixed Portfolio 
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Figure 18.3 

 

 

18.2.3 PE Portfolio 

 

Figure 18.4 
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19. Appendix 2: Normality test 

Below is the graphical tests, concerning whether our data is normally distributed,  
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19.21  Candover 

Moments 

      

 1. Moment: Mean   0,011 

 2. Moment: Std. Dev.   0,083 

 3. Moment: Skewness   -1,786 

 4. Moment: Kurtosis   15,799 

 

 

 

 

19.22  MatLab Script 

 

% Generates a binary vector where: 

% 1 indicates that data is not normal distributed and 0 indicates that data is normal distributed 

for i=1:21 

h(1,i)=lillietest(data(:,i)); 

end 

19.23  MatLab output 

 

h = 

     1 

 

h = 

     1     0 
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h = 

     1     0     0 

 

h = 

     1     0     0     0 

 

h = 

     1     0     0     0     1 

 

h = 

     1     0     0     0     1     1 

 

h = 

     1     0     0     0     1     1     0 

 

h = 

     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0 

 

h = 

     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1 

 

h = 

     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     1 

 

h = 

     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     1     1 

 

h = 

     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     1     1     1 

 

h = 

     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     1     1     1     0 

 

h = 
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     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     1 

 

h = 

     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     1     1 

 

h = 

     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     1     1     1 

 

h = 

     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     1     1     1     1 

 

h = 

     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     1     1     1     1     1 

 

h = 

     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     1     1     1     1     1     1 

 

h = 

     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     1     1     1     1     1     1     1 

 

h = 

     1     0     0     0     1     1     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     1     1     1     1     1     1     1     1 

 

20. Appendix 3: Private Equity Proxy 

In this section we describe the investment approach, sectors, and geographical spread of the 

different listed private equity investment companies and index, which we have chosen for our 

proxy for private equity. All information has been gathered from iPeit.com and the companies 

individual websites, denoted for each company.  

 

20.1 Candover Investments PLC 

Candover Investments PLC invests in funds managed by a wholly owned subsidiary, 

Candover Partners Limited. Focus is on mid-to-large European buy-outs with an enterprise 



 

 

value in excess of EUR 500 million, although in

both inside and outside Europe, are also made. 

The funds managed by Candover Partners Limited are well diversified in terms of sectors and 

geography, as the strategy is to invest in a wide range of industries and

mainly in Europe.

Additionally, Candover Investment PLC makes direct investments in portfolio companies, 

and furthermore occasionally invests in other external funds both inside and outside Europe 

(Candoverinvestments.com).
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20.2 Dunedin Enterprise Investment Trust
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or by investing in listed private equity companies. The focus is on MBIs and MBOs in the UK 
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20.3 Electra Private Equity PLC

Investments are made in a wide range of transaction types from buy

capital. Electra does not focus solely of specific sectors, but attain a flexible strategy, in

ing complex transactions. Acquisitions are
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managed by third parties and also co

implemented by targeting investments in companies with an enterprise value of £60

lion.  

To secure a diversified portfolio, Electra will not invest more than 15 % of its total assets at 

the time of investment in any other listed
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Investments are made in a wide range of transaction types from buy

tal. Electra does not focus solely of specific sectors, but attain a flexible strategy, in

ing complex transactions. Acquisitions are made in property, growth and acquisition capital, 

Furthermore, investments are made in external funds 

investments are undertaken.

implemented by targeting investments in companies with an enterprise value of £60

To secure a diversified portfolio, Electra will not invest more than 15 % of its total assets at 
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Investments are made in a wide range of transaction types from buy

tal. Electra does not focus solely of specific sectors, but attain a flexible strategy, in

in property, growth and acquisition capital, 

Furthermore, investments are made in external funds 

investments are undertaken.

implemented by targeting investments in companies with an enterprise value of £60

To secure a diversified portfolio, Electra will not invest more than 15 % of its total assets at 

ended investment 

 

  

Investments are made in a wide range of transaction types from buy-outs to development 

tal. Electra does not focus solely of specific sectors, but attain a flexible strategy, in

in property, growth and acquisition capital, 

Furthermore, investments are made in external funds 

investments are undertaken. The investment strategy is 

implemented by targeting investments in companies with an enterprise value of £60

To secure a diversified portfolio, Electra will not invest more than 15 % of its total assets at 

ended investment fund (electraequity.com)

  

outs to development 

tal. Electra does not focus solely of specific sectors, but attain a flexible strategy, in

in property, growth and acquisition capital, 

Furthermore, investments are made in external funds 

vestment strategy is 

implemented by targeting investments in companies with an enterprise value of £60–200 mi

To secure a diversified portfolio, Electra will not invest more than 15 % of its total assets at 

(electraequity.com)
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outs to development 

tal. Electra does not focus solely of specific sectors, but attain a flexible strategy, includ-

in property, growth and acquisition capital, 

Furthermore, investments are made in external funds 

vestment strategy is 

200 mil-

To secure a diversified portfolio, Electra will not invest more than 15 % of its total assets at 

(electraequity.com). 



 

 

20.4 Graphite Enterprise Trust Plc

Graphite Enterprise 
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Investments made in UK companies with a value between £
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ments in the UK and in overseas markets are primarily made through third party
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invests in unquoted companies both directly and indirectly through other 

funds. They strive to hold a diversified portfolio of private equity assets, by investing in di

ferent sectors and different sizes of companies. The majority of thei

tains mature cash generating companies, mainly situated in the UK and continental Europe, 
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through Graphite Capital’s own funds. On the other hand, investments made in other se

ments in the UK and in overseas markets are primarily made through third party
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invests in unquoted companies both directly and indirectly through other 

funds. They strive to hold a diversified portfolio of private equity assets, by investing in di

ferent sectors and different sizes of companies. The majority of thei

tains mature cash generating companies, mainly situated in the UK and continental Europe, 

although North America and other continents are also represented.

Investments made in UK companies with a value between £25

through Graphite Capital’s own funds. On the other hand, investments made in other se

ments in the UK and in overseas markets are primarily made through third party

thermore, Graphite Enterprise also engages in co-investments alongsid
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invests in unquoted companies both directly and indirectly through other 

funds. They strive to hold a diversified portfolio of private equity assets, by investing in di

ferent sectors and different sizes of companies. The majority of their underlying portfolio co

tains mature cash generating companies, mainly situated in the UK and continental Europe, 

although North America and other continents are also represented. 

25-200 million are 

through Graphite Capital’s own funds. On the other hand, investments made in other se

ments in the UK and in overseas markets are primarily made through third party

investments alongsid

  

invests in unquoted companies both directly and indirectly through other 

funds. They strive to hold a diversified portfolio of private equity assets, by investing in di

r underlying portfolio co

tains mature cash generating companies, mainly situated in the UK and continental Europe, 

200 million are mainly made 

through Graphite Capital’s own funds. On the other hand, investments made in other se
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investments alongside these third
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invests in unquoted companies both directly and indirectly through other 

funds. They strive to hold a diversified portfolio of private equity assets, by investing in dif-

r underlying portfolio con-

tains mature cash generating companies, mainly situated in the UK and continental Europe, 

mainly made 

through Graphite Capital’s own funds. On the other hand, investments made in other seg-

funds. Fur-

e these third-party 



 

 

20.5 Pantheon International Particip

PIP primarily invests indirectly as a fund

Asia. The fund has over £6 billion under management spread out in a diversified portfolio of 

private equity funds and, also sometimes invests directly in pri

The investment strategy is divided in

ondary Programme. The Primary Programme invests mainly in newly established private e

uity funds, whereas the Secondary Programme invests in establishe

which is considered to be 3 to 6 years after a fund’s interception. Alongside the Secondary 

Programme, PIP occasionally acquires direct holdings in unquoted companies 
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vate companies. 
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funds investment trust in the US, Europe, and 

Asia. The fund has over £6 billion under management spread out in a diversified portfolio of 

to two categories, the Primary Programme and the Sec-

ondary Programme. The Primary Programme invests mainly in newly established private eq-

d private equity funds, 

which is considered to be 3 to 6 years after a fund’s interception. Alongside the Secondary 

(pipplc.com). 
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20.6 Listed Private Equity Index 

The listed private equity index (uk-ds inv.trusts private equity18) consists of the following UK 

listed private equity trusts: 

 

Table 20.1: LPE Index 

 

 

                                                 
18 Data from Datastream 
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21. Appendix 4: Stock and Bond Indices  

Figure 21.1: Indices used in the Initial Portfolio
19
: 

INDEX  ASSET CLASS  
COUNTRY 

/REGION  
DESCRIPTION  

FTSE 100  Equity  United Kingdom  

The 100 most highly capitalized UK com-

panies listed on the London Stock Ex-

change.  

ML  ITALIAN GVT  Bonds  Italy  

The Merrill Lynch Italian Government 

Index tracks the performance of sover-

eign debt publicly issued by the Italian 

government in the Italian or Eurobond 

market.  

S&P 500  Equity  USA  

The S&P 500 is a value weighted index of 

the prices of 500 large-cap common 

stocks actively traded in the United 

States.  

JPM JAP GOV  Bonds  Japan  
The index tracks Japanese Government 

bonds, with all maturities.  

CAC 40  Equity  France  

The index represents a capitalization-

weighted measure of the 40 most signifi-

cant values among the 100 highest mar-

ket caps on Euronext Paris.  

ML  US G/C  Bonds  USA  

The Merrill Lynch US Corporate & Gov-

ernment Index tracks the performance of 

debt publicly issued in the US domestic 

market, including US Treasury, US 

agency, and corporate securities.  

MSCI JAPAN  Equity  Japan  The MSCI Japan Index is an equity index 

                                                 
19 http://www.mscibarra.com/products/indices/equity/dm.html 

http://www.mlindex.ml.com/gispublic/bin/IndexRules.asp 

http://www.jpmorgan.com/pages/jpmorgan/investbk/research/global_economic_research 
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of securities listed on Japanese stock 

exchanges.  

ML US TRSY  Bonds  USA  

The Merrill Lynch US Treasury Index debt 

publicly issued by the US government in 

its domestic market, with a maturity less 

than 10 yrs. 

DAX 30  Equity  Germany  

The DAX 30 index is a stock market index 

consisting of the 30 major German com-

panies.  

JPM UK GOV  Bonds  United Kingdom 
The index tracks United Kingdom Gov-

ernment bonds with all maturities.  

MSCI HONG KONG  Equity  China 

The Index seeks to measure the per-

formance of the Hong Kong Equity Mar-

ket. It aims to capture 85 % of the (pub-

licly available) total market capitaliza-

tion.  

JPM GER GOV  Bonds  Germany 
The index tracks German Government 

bonds with all maturities.  

MSCI AUSTRALIA  Equity  Australia 

It is a market capitalization weighted 

index, currently composed of 57 Austral-

ian companies.  

ML FRENCH GOV  Bonds  France 

The Merrill Lynch 1-10 Year index tracks 

the performance of sovereign debt is-

sued by the French government in the 

French or Eurobond market.  

MSCI CANADA  Equity  Canada 

The Index seeks to measure the per-

formance of the Canadian Equity Market. 

It aims to capture 85 % of the (publicly 

available) total market capitalization.  
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22. Appendix 5: Test of weight constraints on the Initial 

Portfolio 

When applying the limits for the out-of-sample period of 15 years, on the mean-variance 

strategy, we get the following results for standard deviations (Table 22.1). This is the result 

we would expect since the low “risk group” has the lowest standard deviation and the high 

“risk group” has the highest 

 

Table 22.1: Monthly Standard Deviations for the three risk groups (out-of-sample)  

 

 

When we look at returns, the results are also as we expected. As it can be seen in , which is 

the three portfolios with different limits on investments in equity, the one with the highest 

return at the end of the 15 year period is also the portfolio with the highest standard deviation, 

even though it is very close to the medium risk portfolio.   

Figure 22.1: Three risk groups   

 

Even though the returns of the medium and high risk portfolios are very close, we still get the 

standard deviations that we expected. We wanted to reflect an investor’s risk aversion in the 
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standard deviations of the different portfolios and that has also been the case. Investors with 

high risk aversion would have had lower standard deviations over the 15 years period com-

pared to these investors with less risk aversion.      

 

23. Appendix 6: Test of weight constraints on the Mixed 

Portfolio 

When applying the limits for the period of 15 years, we get the following results for standard 

deviations. This is the result we would expect, and the same as we saw earlier, since the low 

“risk group” has the lowest standard deviation and the high “risk group” has the highest 

  

Table 23.1: Monthly Standard Deviations for the three risk groups (out-of-sample)  

 

However, when we look at returns, the results are not as we expected. As it can be seen in 

Figure 23.1, which is the three portfolios with different limits on investments on riskier assets, 

the one with the highest return at the end of the 15 years period is the portfolio with the low-

est standard deviation.  
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Figure 23.1: Three risk groups   

 

 

We would of course expect the portfolio with the highest standard deviation to have the high-

est return, since an investor would want a risk premium for taking additional risk compared to 

the low risk portfolio. There can be several explanations for this mismatch between risk and 

return. The easy explanation would be to blame the mean/variance model for not allocating 

the available assets correctly. But when looking at the investments in MSCI Japan appointed 

by the model, there has only been 5 months out of 180 where this investment was suggested 

(see Figure 23.2 for individual average asset returns). This could indicate that model is actu-

ally capable of predicting that the Japanese market will perform poor, or have bad diversifica-

tion capabilities, based on a 5 years estimation window. This argument is also backed up by 

the fact that the model suggests investments in Candover, in more than 75% of the periods. 

When looking at the yearly average returns in Figure 23.2, this specific asset is on average the 

one performing best, with respect to returns.  
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Figure 23.2: Average asset returns 

 

 

There could be another more obvious explanation; the current financial crisis. When consider-

ing Figure 23.1, there exists no risk return mismatch before 2007. The portfolio with the high-

est risk has the highest return and the opposite is true for the portfolio with the lowest risk, 

where returns are lower than the other two portfolios. After 2007 the low risk portfolio is per-

forming better than the high risk portfolio and finally in 2009, the low risk portfolio exceeds 

the medium risk portfolio. It makes sense that a portfolio with higher risk would experience 

higher losses in a crisis, and therefore perform worse. On the other hand it could also indicate 

that the selected model is not capable of predicting optimal asset allocations in periods with 

financial crisis. This issue regarding the current financial crisis will be investigated further, 

when we measure performance in the following section. 

 

What we can conclude from this, and from our point of view the most important, is that the 

investor with the highest risk aversion would have the lowest standard deviation in his or her 

portfolio and the investor with least risk aversion would have experienced the most risk. 

There is therefore a link between the risk coefficients and the three risk profiles presented 

here.     

 

24. Appendix 7: VBA code 

Below are the VBA codes used for each of the asset allocation strategies. We have chosen 

only to present the codes for the strategies applied on the Initial Portfolio, since the code is 

similar for each strategy across the three portfolios. The only difference is the number of as-

set. 
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The calculation of the covariance matrix is also identical across the models, so this is only 

presented once as well.  

 

Figure 24.1: Asset Allocation Strategies Applied 

 

 

24.1 Covariance Matrix 

 

Function CoVarM(x) 

 

Application.ScreenUpdating = False 

 

Dim i, j 

Dim CountCols 

CountCols = x.Columns.Count 

 

Dim matrix 

ReDim matrix(CountCols, CountCols) 

 

For i = 1 To CountCols 

    For j = 1 To CountCols 

        matrix(i, j) = Application.Covar(x.Columns(i), x.Columns(j)) 
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Next j 

Next i 

 

CoVarM = matrix 

 

Application.ScreenUpdating = True 

 

End Function 

 

24.2 Mean-Variance No Restrictions 

Sub TangentPortfolioNoRestrictions() 

     

     

    'Ensures that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar & Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

    

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'The Risk-Free rate 
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        RiskFree = "=DATA!$T$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'Set the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 
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        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

                 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

         

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 

         

        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("I61") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("F58") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("F59") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("F60") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("F61") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("F62") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("F63") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("F64") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("F65") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("F66") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("F67") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("F68") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("F69") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("F70") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("F71") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("F72") 
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        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 

 

24.3 Mean-Variance No Short-Sales 

Sub TangPortNoShortSales() 

     

     

    'Ensure that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar&Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'Risk Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$S$" & i + 58 
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        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

         

         

 

         

        'Sets the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 
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        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

     

         

     

    'Solver Maximizes Slope 

    '************************************************************************ 

        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="G63", MaxMinVal:=1, ByChange:="D60:D74" 

     

        'Add restriction: Sum to one 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D75"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

                    

        'Add restriction: Short Sales Restriction 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D60:D74"), relation:=3, formulaText:=0 

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 
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        SolverFinish 

    '************************************************************************ 

                  

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 

         

                 

        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("G60") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("D60") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("D61") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("D62") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("D63") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("D64") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("D65") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("D66") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("D67") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("D68") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("D69") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("D70") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("D71") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("D72") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("D73") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("D74") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 
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End Sub 

24.4 Mean-Variance No Short-Sales (P) 

Sub MeanVarianceNoShortSalesP() 

     

     

    'Ensure that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar&Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'Risk Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$S$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 
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        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

         

         

 

         

        'Sets the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 
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        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

     

         

     

    'Solver Maximizes Slope 

    '************************************************************************ 

        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="G63", MaxMinVal:=1, ByChange:="D60:D74" 

     

        'Add restriction: Sum to one 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D75"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

                    

        'Add restriction: Short Sales Restriction 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D60:D74"), relation:=3, formulaText:=0 

         

        'Add restriction: Max investment in one asset 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D60:D74"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$G$66" 

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

    '************************************************************************ 
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        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 

         

                 

        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("G60") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("D60") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("D61") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("D62") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("D63") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("D64") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("D65") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("D66") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("D67") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("D68") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("D69") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("D70") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("D71") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("D72") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("D73") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("D74") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 
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24.5 Mean-Variance Short-Sales (-0,2) 

Sub MeanVarianceShortSalesLimit() 

     

     

    'Ensure that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar&Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'Risk Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$S$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 
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        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

         

         

 

         

        'Sets the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 
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        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

     

         

     

    'Solver Maximizes Slope 

    '************************************************************************ 

        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="G63", MaxMinVal:=1, ByChange:="D60:D74" 

     

        'Add restriction: Sum to one 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D75"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

                    

        'Add restriction: Norm restriction 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D60:D74"), relation:=3, formulaText:="$G$46" 

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

    '************************************************************************ 

                  

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 
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        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("G60") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("D60") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("D61") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("D62") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("D63") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("D64") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("D65") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("D66") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("D67") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("D68") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("D69") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("D70") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("D71") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("D72") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("D73") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("D74") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

      

 

End Sub 

 

24.6 Mean-Variance Low Risk 

Sub TangPortLowRisk() 

     

     

    'Ensure that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar&Returns").Activate 
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    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'Risk Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$S$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 
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        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

         

         

 

         

        'Sets the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

     

         

     

    'Solver Maximizes Slope 

    '************************************************************************ 

        'Clears fields 
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        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="G63", MaxMinVal:=1, ByChange:="D60:D74" 

     

        'Add restriction: Sum to one 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D75"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

                    

        'Add restriction: Short Sales Restriction 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D60:D74"), relation:=3, formulaText:="$J$69" 

         

        'Add restriction: Restriction on weights 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("J65"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$J$66" 

         

        'Add restriction: Restriction max investement per asset 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("J65"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$J$72" 

         

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

    '************************************************************************ 

                  

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 
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        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("G60") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("D60") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("D61") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("D62") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("D63") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("D64") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("D65") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("D66") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("D67") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("D68") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("D69") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("D70") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("D71") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("D72") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("D73") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("D74") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 

 

24.7 Mean-Variance Low Risk (P) 

Sub TangPortLowRiskP() 

     

     

    'Ensure that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 
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    Sheets("CoVar&Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'Risk Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$S$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 
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        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

         

         

 

         

        'Sets the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

     

         

     

    'Solver Maximizes Slope 

    '************************************************************************ 
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        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="G63", MaxMinVal:=1, ByChange:="D60:D74" 

     

        'Add restriction: Sum to one 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D75"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

                    

        'Add restriction: Short Sales Restriction 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D60:D74"), relation:=3, formulaText:="$J$69" 

         

        'Add restriction: Restriction on weights 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("J65"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$J$66" 

         

        'Add restriction: Restriction max investement per asset 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("J65"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$J$72" 

         

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

    '************************************************************************ 

                  

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 
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        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("G60") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("D60") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("D61") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("D62") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("D63") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("D64") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("D65") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("D66") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("D67") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("D68") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("D69") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("D70") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("D71") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("D72") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("D73") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("D74") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 

 

24.8 Mean-Variance Medium Risk 

Sub TangPortMediumRisk() 
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    'Ensure that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar&Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'Risk Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$S$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 
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        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

         

         

 

         

        'Sets the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

     

         

     

    'Solver Maximizes Slope 
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    '************************************************************************ 

        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="G63", MaxMinVal:=1, ByChange:="D60:D74" 

     

        'Add restriction: Sum to one 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D75"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

                    

        'Add restriction: Short Sales Restriction 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D60:D74"), relation:=3, formulaText:="$J$70" 

         

        'Add restriction: Restriction on weights 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("J65"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$J$66" 

         

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

    '************************************************************************ 

                  

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 

         

                 

        'Copy the results to the overview table 
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        Cells(i, 22) = Range("G60") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("D60") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("D61") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("D62") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("D63") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("D64") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("D65") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("D66") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("D67") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("D68") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("D69") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("D70") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("D71") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("D72") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("D73") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("D74") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 

 

24.9 Mean-Variance Medium Risk (P) 

Sub TangPortMediumRiskP() 

     

     

    'Ensure that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar&Returns").Activate 
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    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'Risk Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$S$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 
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        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

         

         

 

         

        'Sets the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

     

         

     

    'Solver Maximizes Slope 

    '************************************************************************ 

        'Clears fields 
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        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="G63", MaxMinVal:=1, ByChange:="D60:D74" 

     

        'Add restriction: Sum to one 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D75"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

                    

        'Add restriction: Short Sales Restriction 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D60:D74"), relation:=3, formulaText:="$J$70" 

         

        'Add restriction: Max investment in one asset 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D60:D74"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$J$73" 

         

        'Add restriction: Restriction on weights 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("J65"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$J$66" 

         

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

    '************************************************************************ 

                  

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 
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        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("G60") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("D60") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("D61") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("D62") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("D63") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("D64") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("D65") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("D66") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("D67") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("D68") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("D69") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("D70") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("D71") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("D72") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("D73") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("D74") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 

 

 

24.10  Mean-Variance High Risk  

Sub TangPortHighRisk() 
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    'Ensure that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar&Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'Risk Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$S$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 
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        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

         

         

 

         

        'Sets the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

     

         

     

    'Solver Maximizes Slope 
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    '************************************************************************ 

        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="G63", MaxMinVal:=1, ByChange:="D60:D74" 

     

        'Add restriction: Sum to one 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D75"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

                    

        'Add restriction: Short Sales Restriction 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D60:D74"), relation:=3, formulaText:="$J$69" 

         

        'Add restriction: Restriction on weights 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("J65"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$J$66" 

         

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

    '************************************************************************ 

                  

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 

         

                 

        'Copy the results to the overview table 
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        Cells(i, 22) = Range("G60") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("D60") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("D61") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("D62") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("D63") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("D64") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("D65") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("D66") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("D67") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("D68") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("D69") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("D70") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("D71") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("D72") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("D73") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("D74") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 

 

 

24.11  Mean-Variance High Risk (P) 

Sub TangPortHighRiskP() 

     

     

    'Ensure that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 
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    Sheets("CoVar&Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'Risk Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$S$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 
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        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

         

         

 

         

        'Sets the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

     

         

     

    'Solver Maximizes Slope 

    '************************************************************************ 
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        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="G63", MaxMinVal:=1, ByChange:="D60:D74" 

     

        'Add restriction: Sum to one 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D75"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

                    

        'Add restriction: Short Sales Restriction 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D60:D74"), relation:=3, formulaText:="$J$69" 

         

        'Add restriction: Max investment in 1 asset 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D60:D74"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$J$72" 

         

         

        'Add restriction: Restriction on weights 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("J65"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$J$66" 

         

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

    '************************************************************************ 

                  

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 
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        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("G60") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("D60") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("D61") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("D62") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("D63") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("D64") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("D65") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("D66") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("D67") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("D68") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("D69") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("D70") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("D71") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("D72") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("D73") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("D74") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 

 

 

24.12  Bayes-Stein No restrictions 
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Sub BayesSteinNoRestrictions() 

     

     

    'Ensures that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar & Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

    

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'The Risk-Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$T$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 
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        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'Set the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

                 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

         

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 
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        Application.CalculateFull 

         

        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("I104") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("F101") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("F102") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("F103") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("F104") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("F105") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("F106") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("F107") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("F108") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("F109") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("F110") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("F111") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("F112") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("F113") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("F114") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("F115") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 

 

24.13 Bayes-Stein No Short-Sales 

Sub BayesSteinNoShortSales() 
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    'Ensures that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar & Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

    

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'The Risk-Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$T$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 
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        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'Set the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

                 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

            'Solver Maximizes Slope 

    '************************************************************************ 

        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 
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        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="I104", MaxMinVal:=1, ByChange:="F98:F112" 

     

        'Add restriction: Sum to one 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F113"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

                    

        'Add restriction: Short Sales Restriction 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F98:F112"), relation:=3, formulaText:=0 

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

    '************************************************************************ 

         

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 

         

        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("I101") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("F98") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("F99") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("F100") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("F101") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("F102") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("F103") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("F104") 
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        Cells(i, 31) = Range("F105") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("F106") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("F107") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("F108") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("F109") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("F110") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("F111") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("F112") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 

 

24.14 Bayes-Stein No Short- Sales (P) 

 

Sub BayesSteinNoShortSalesP() 

     

     

    'Ensures that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar & Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

    

     

    i = 8 
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    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'The Risk-Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$T$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'Set the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 
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        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

                 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

            'Solver Maximizes Slope 

    '************************************************************************ 

        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="I104", MaxMinVal:=1, ByChange:="F98:F112" 

     

        'Add restriction: Sum to one 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F113"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

                    

        'Add restriction: Short Sales Restriction 
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        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F98:F112"), relation:=3, formulaText:=0 

         

        'Add restriction: Max investment in one asset 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F98:F112"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$I$110" 

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

    '************************************************************************ 

         

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 

         

        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("I101") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("F98") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("F99") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("F100") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("F101") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("F102") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("F103") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("F104") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("F105") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("F106") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("F107") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("F108") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("F109") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("F110") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("F111") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("F112") 
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        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 

 

 

 

 

24.15 Bayes-Stein Short-Sales (-0,2) 

 

Sub BayesSteinShortSalesLimit() 

     

     

    'Ensures that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar & Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

    

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 
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        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'The Risk-Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$T$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'Set the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 
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        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

                 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

            'Solver Maximizes Slope 

    '************************************************************************ 

        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="I104", MaxMinVal:=1, ByChange:="F98:F112" 

     

        'Add restriction: Sum to one 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F113"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

                    

        'Restriction: No shortsales more than -0,2 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F98:F112"), relation:=3, formulaText:="$I$110" 

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 
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        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

    '************************************************************************ 

         

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 

         

        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("I101") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("F98") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("F99") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("F100") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("F101") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("F102") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("F103") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("F104") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("F105") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("F106") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("F107") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("F108") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("F109") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("F110") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("F111") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("F112") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 
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End Sub 

 

 

24.16 Bayes-Stein Low Risk 

 

Sub BayesSteinLowRisk() 

     

     

    'Ensures that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar & Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

    

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'The Risk-Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$T$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 
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        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'Set the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 
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        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

            'Solver Maximizes Slope 

    '************************************************************************ 

        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="I104", MaxMinVal:=1, ByChange:="F98:F112" 

     

        'Add restriction: Sum to one 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F113"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

                    

        'Restriction: No shortsales more than -0,2 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F98:F112"), relation:=3, formulaText:="$I$110" 

         

        'Add restriction: Restriction on weights 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("L106"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$L$107" 

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

    '************************************************************************ 

         

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 
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        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("I101") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("F98") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("F99") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("F100") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("F101") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("F102") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("F103") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("F104") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("F105") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("F106") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("F107") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("F108") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("F109") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("F110") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("F111") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("F112") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 

 

 

24.17 Bayes-Stein Low Risk (P) 

 

Sub BayesSteinLowRiskP() 
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    'Ensures that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar & Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

    

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'The Risk-Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$T$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 
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        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'Set the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

                 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

            'Solver Maximizes Slope 

    '************************************************************************ 

        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 
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        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="I104", MaxMinVal:=1, ByChange:="F98:F112" 

     

        'Add restriction: Sum to one 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F113"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

                    

        'Restriction: No shortsales more than -0,2 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F98:F112"), relation:=3, formulaText:="$I$110" 

         

        'Restriction: Maks investment in one asset 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F98:F112"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$I$113" 

         

        'Add restriction: Restriction on weights 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("L106"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$L$107" 

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

    '************************************************************************ 

         

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 

         

        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("I101") 
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        Cells(i, 24) = Range("F98") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("F99") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("F100") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("F101") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("F102") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("F103") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("F104") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("F105") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("F106") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("F107") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("F108") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("F109") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("F110") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("F111") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("F112") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 

 

24.18  Bayes-Stein Medium Risk 

Sub BayesSteinMediumRisk() 

     

     

    'Ensures that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar & Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 
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    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

    

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'The Risk-Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$T$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 
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        'Set the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

                 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

            'Solver Maximizes Slope 

    '************************************************************************ 

        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 
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        SolverOk SetCell:="I104", MaxMinVal:=1, ByChange:="F98:F112" 

     

        'Add restriction: Sum to one 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F113"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

                    

        'Restriction: No shortsales more than -0,2 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F98:F112"), relation:=3, formulaText:="$I$110" 

         

        'Add restriction: Restriction on weights 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("L106"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$L$107" 

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

    '************************************************************************ 

         

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 

         

        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("I101") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("F98") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("F99") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("F100") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("F101") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("F102") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("F103") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("F104") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("F105") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("F106") 
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        Cells(i, 33) = Range("F107") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("F108") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("F109") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("F110") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("F111") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("F112") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 

 

24.19  Bayes-Stein Medium Risk (P) 

 

Sub BayesSteinMediumRiskP() 

     

     

    'Ensures that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar & Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

    

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 
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        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'The Risk-Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$T$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'Set the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 
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        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

                 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

            'Solver Maximizes Slope 

    '************************************************************************ 

        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="I104", MaxMinVal:=1, ByChange:="F98:F112" 

     

        'Add restriction: Sum to one 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F113"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

                    

        'Restriction: No shortsales more than -0,2 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F98:F112"), relation:=3, formulaText:="$I$110" 
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        'Restriction: Max investment in one asset 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F98:F112"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$I$113" 

         

        'Add restriction: Restriction on weights 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("L106"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$L$107" 

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

    '************************************************************************ 

         

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 

         

        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("I101") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("F98") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("F99") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("F100") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("F101") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("F102") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("F103") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("F104") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("F105") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("F106") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("F107") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("F108") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("F109") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("F110") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("F111") 
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        Cells(i, 38) = Range("F112") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 

 

24.20 Bayes-Stein High Risk 

 

Sub BayesSteinHighRisk() 

     

     

    'Ensures that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar & Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

    

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 
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        'The Risk-Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$T$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'Set the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 
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        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

                 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

            'Solver Maximizes Slope 

    '************************************************************************ 

        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="I104", MaxMinVal:=1, ByChange:="F98:F112" 

     

        'Add restriction: Sum to one 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F113"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

                    

        'Restriction: No shortsales more than -0,2 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F98:F112"), relation:=3, formulaText:="$I$110" 

         

        'Add restriction: Restriction on weights 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("L106"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$L$107" 

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 
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        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

    '************************************************************************ 

         

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 

         

        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("I101") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("F98") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("F99") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("F100") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("F101") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("F102") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("F103") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("F104") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("F105") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("F106") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("F107") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("F108") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("F109") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("F110") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("F111") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("F112") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 
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End Sub 

 

 

 

24.21 Bayes-Stein High Risk (P) 

Sub BayesSteinHighRiskP() 

     

     

    'Ensures that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar & Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

    

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'The Risk-Free rate 

        RiskFree = "=DATA!$T$" & i + 58 

         

         

        'The return estimation vectors 

        ReturnVector1 = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$B$" & i + 57 
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        ReturnVector2 = "=DATA!$C$" & i - 2 & ":$C$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector3 = "=DATA!$D$" & i - 2 & ":$D$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector4 = "=DATA!$E$" & i - 2 & ":$E$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector5 = "=DATA!$F$" & i - 2 & ":$F$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector6 = "=DATA!$G$" & i - 2 & ":$G$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector7 = "=DATA!$H$" & i - 2 & ":$H$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector8 = "=DATA!$I$" & i - 2 & ":$I$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector9 = "=DATA!$J$" & i - 2 & ":$J$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector10 = "=DATA!$K$" & i - 2 & ":$K$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector11 = "=DATA!$L$" & i - 2 & ":$L$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector12 = "=DATA!$M$" & i - 2 & ":$M$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector13 = "=DATA!$N$" & i - 2 & ":$N$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector14 = "=DATA!$O$" & i - 2 & ":$O$" & i + 57 

        ReturnVector15 = "=DATA!$P$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'Set the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector1", RefersTo:=ReturnVector1 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector2", RefersTo:=ReturnVector2 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector3", RefersTo:=ReturnVector3 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector4", RefersTo:=ReturnVector4 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector5", RefersTo:=ReturnVector5 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector6", RefersTo:=ReturnVector6 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector7", RefersTo:=ReturnVector7 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector8", RefersTo:=ReturnVector8 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector9", RefersTo:=ReturnVector9 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector10", RefersTo:=ReturnVector10 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector11", RefersTo:=ReturnVector11 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector12", RefersTo:=ReturnVector12 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector13", RefersTo:=ReturnVector13 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector14", RefersTo:=ReturnVector14 
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        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnVector15", RefersTo:=ReturnVector15 

                 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="RiskFree", RefersTo:=RiskFree 

         

            'Solver Maximizes Slope 

    '************************************************************************ 

        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="I104", MaxMinVal:=1, ByChange:="F98:F112" 

     

        'Add restriction: Sum to one 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F113"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

                    

        'Restriction: No shortsales more than -0,2 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F98:F112"), relation:=3, formulaText:="$I$110" 

         

        'Restriction: Maksimum investment in one assset 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("F98:F112"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$I$113" 

         

        'Add restriction: Restriction on weights 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("L106"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$L$107" 

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

    '************************************************************************ 
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        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 

         

        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("I101") 

         

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("F98") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("F99") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("F100") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("F101") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("F102") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("F103") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("F104") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("F105") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("F106") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("F107") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("F108") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("F109") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("F110") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("F111") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("F112") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 
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24.22  Minimum Variance No Restrictions 

Sub MinimumVaraianceNoRestrictions() 

     

     

    'Ensures that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar & Return").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=Returns!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=Returns!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'Sets the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

        'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

        Application.CalculateFull 

         

        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("M49") 

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("J49") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("J50") 
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        Cells(i, 26) = Range("J51") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("J52") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("J53") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("J54") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("J55") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("J56") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("J57") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("J58") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("J59") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("J60") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("J61") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("J62") 

        Cells(i, 39) = Range("J63") 

        

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 

 

 

 

24.23  Minimum Variance No Short-Sales 

Sub MinVarNoShortSales() 

     

     

    'Ensure that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar&Returns").Activate 
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    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'Sets the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

     

    'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

     Application.CalculateFull 

     

     

    'Solver Minimizes Variance 

         

        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="G51", MaxMinVal:=2, ByChange:="D48:D62" 
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        'Restriction:Sum to One 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D63"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

         

        'Restriction: No shortsales 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D48:D62"), relation:=3, formulaText:=0 

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

 

                  

                

                 

        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("G48") 

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("D48") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("D49") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("D50") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("D51") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("D52") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("D53") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("D54") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("D55") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("D56") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("D57") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("D58") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("D59") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("D60") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("D61") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("D62") 
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        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 

 

24.24  Minimum Variance No Short-Sales (P) 

Sub MinVarNoShortSalesP() 

     

     

    'Ensure that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar&Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'Sets the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 
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    'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

     Application.CalculateFull 

     

     

    'Solver Minimizes Variance 

         

        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 

     

        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="G51", MaxMinVal:=2, ByChange:="D48:D62" 

     

        'Restriction:Sum to One 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D63"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

         

        'Restriction: No shortsales 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D48:D62"), relation:=3, formulaText:=0 

         

        'Restriction: Max investment in one asset 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D48:D62"), relation:=1, formulaText:="$G$54" 

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 
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        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("G48") 

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("D48") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("D49") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("D50") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("D51") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("D52") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("D53") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("D54") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("D55") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("D56") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("D57") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("D58") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("D59") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("D60") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("D61") 

        Cells(i, 38) = Range("D62") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 

 

24.25  Minimum Variance Short-Sales (-0,2) 

Sub MinVaRShortSalesLimit() 
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    'Ensure that the sub starts in the correct worksheet 

    Sheets("CoVar&Returns").Activate 

     

    Dim i As Integer 

    Dim EstimationRange 

    Dim ReturnRange 

     

    i = 8 

     

    While (Cells(i, 21) <> "") 

         

        '60 observations needed to estimate the portfolio weights 

        EstimationRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i - 2 & ":$P$" & i + 57 

         

        'The return vector (out of sample) 

        ReturnRange = "=DATA!$B$" & i + 58 & ":$P$" & i + 58 

         

        'Sets the defined ranges equal to the excel "name function" 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="EstimationRange", RefersTo:=EstimationRange 

        ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:="ReturnRange", RefersTo:=ReturnRange 

         

     

    'Force all cells to be recalculated: 

     Application.CalculateFull 

     

     

    'Solver Minimizes Variance 

         

        'Clears fields 

        SolverReset 

     

        'Precisions and Iterations 

        SolverOptions Precision:=0.0000000001 

        SolverOptions Iterations:=10000 
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        'Define target cell and cells to be changed 

        SolverOk SetCell:="G51", MaxMinVal:=2, ByChange:="D48:D62" 

     

        'Add restrictions 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D63"), relation:=2, formulaText:=1 

        'Restriction: No shortsales more than 0,2 

        SolverAdd cellRef:=Range("D48:D62"), relation:=3, formulaText:="$G$55" 

         

        'Do not show "solver window" 

        SolverSolve (True) 

     

        'End solver 

        SolverFinish 

 

                  

                

                 

        'Copy the results to the overview table 

        Cells(i, 22) = Range("G48") 

        Cells(i, 24) = Range("D48") 

        Cells(i, 25) = Range("D49") 

        Cells(i, 26) = Range("D50") 

        Cells(i, 27) = Range("D51") 

        Cells(i, 28) = Range("D52") 

        Cells(i, 29) = Range("D53") 

        Cells(i, 30) = Range("D54") 

        Cells(i, 31) = Range("D55") 

        Cells(i, 32) = Range("D56") 

        Cells(i, 33) = Range("D57") 

        Cells(i, 34) = Range("D58") 

        Cells(i, 35) = Range("D59") 

        Cells(i, 36) = Range("D60") 

        Cells(i, 37) = Range("D61") 
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        Cells(i, 38) = Range("D62") 

         

         

        'Next out of sample obervation 

        i = i + 1 

    Wend 

     

       

 

End Sub 


